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Below, you wi
ll find 2 wee
ks of practic
e activities.
 When you fin
ish an activi
ty color it i
n or cross it
 off! Have fu
n! 

A confinuacio
n, enconfrara
 2 semanas de
 acfividades 
de pracfica. 
iCuando (ermi
nes una acfiv
idad, colorea
la o fachala!
 iQue fe divi
erfas! 

Debi ddy, ban
 

se 
fim fhay 2 fu
an hoaf dong 
fhuc hanh. Kh
i ban hoan fh
anh mot hoaf 
dong, fo mau 
hoac bo qua n
o! Chuc vui v
e! 

CNN, ufapafa 
wk 2 za shugh
uli za mazoez
i. Unapomaliz
a shughuli yo
 rangi yo ran
gi ndani au u
ivuke! Kuwa n
o furaha! 
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Suggested act
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ving support 
services from
 Ms Sefcik. R
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for additiona
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I stayed quie
t while my mom was on
 a long 
phone call be
cause... 
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READING 
TO DO: READ E
VERY DAY! Fil
l in your boo
k title and h
ave a grown u
p initial you
r log below. 
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ving support 
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efer to DOJO 
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l suggestions
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W 

HOW 
A CHARACTER 
CHANGES - � 
How is Izzy 
changing? 

VOCABULARY 
What does 

perspective mean? 
Why might the 
reporter want 

this? 

q  

LITERARY 
DEVICE 
Why is the  /  
phrase "brave 
chicken" funny 

here? 

I'm no chicken, Izzy thought. "It's me, Izzy!" She walked toward the group. 
"I'll pick you up at lunch," her dad called. "Text if you need anything 

before then." 
Izzy waved a wing at him. 
She joined the others as they marched back and forth in front of Town 

Hall, holding up their signs and yelling, "Vote YES on the law. Don't be a 
chicken!" 
Other people nearby yelled, "Vote NO on the law!" 
Izzy trembled, but she kept marching. And as she walked and shouted, 

she stood a little taller in her chicken costume. 
Some people drove by and honked. 
Others gave her a thumbs-up. 
Izzy kept marching and yelling till her throat was sore. 
A news van pulled up, and a reporter walked toward Izzy. "Can I ask you a 

few questions?" she asked. 
Izzy nodded her chicken head. 
"What's your name, and why are you here?" 
"My name is Izzy. I'm here to stand up for the chickens. They deserve 

-- rfic air and plenty of term to  " _ en Izzy swallowed hard and pulled 
her chicken self up straight. "You know, T'tt ping to be a reporter like you 
someday." And like Nellie Bly, she said to herself. -1. 

"Hey," the reporter said. "Would you like to write a short article about 
the march from a young marcher's perspective?" 
Before Izzy could think, the word yes had 

popped out of her mouth. 

The next morning, Izzy walked over to Viktor's 
house to return the chicken costume and bring him 

a container of homemade soup. 
"I hope you feel better soon, Viktor," she said. 
But Viktor seemed to have completely forgotten 

about his cold. "I thaw your article in the newthpaper 
today," he said excitedly. "And the counthil's YETH 
vote. I'll bet the march had a big effect on that vote." 
Izzy smiled and nodded. 
"You did it," Viktor said. "You were a brave chicken. 

Achoo!"■ 

WRITE TO WIN 
Write the article that Izzy wrote for the newspaper, describing the march from 
Izzy's perspective. Include why she decided to participate. Send it to 
"Chicken Contest" by December 1, 2018. Ten winners will each receive 
a copy of In Your Shoes by Donna Gephart. See page 2 for details. 

FWD AN  � � • 
ACTIMMY 
ONLINE! 

ISTOCK/GETTY 
IMAGES (CHICK
EN FEET); SHU
TTERSTOCK.COM
 (NEWSPAPER. 
CHICKEN) 

14  S T O R Y W O R K S 



Name   Date   

"Brave Chicken "Vocabulary Cards 

asylum 
part of speech 

Definition:   

Sentence: Nellie Bly pretended to be 
mentally ill so that she can see the poor 
living conditions in an asylum. 

investigate 
part of speech   

Definition:   

Sentence: Nellie Bly investigated  a prison 
after purposely getting arrested. She 
wanted to observe the living conditions 
first hand. 

quavered 
part of speech  

Definition:   

Sentence: The boy quavered, "please 
don't hurt me" when he saw the scary 
ghost. 

room 
part of speech 

Definition:   

Sentence: Wild horses roam  freely on 
Ocracoke Island in North Carolina. The 
horses have roamed  freely for hundreds of 
years. 

thrive 
part of speech 

Definition:   

Sentence: Nick Foles thrives, or does 
incredibly well, when there is pressure on 
him! 



Name   Date   

fearless 
part of speech 

Definition:   

Sentence: Nellie Bly was a fearless  
women. She was successful because she 
didn't seem to be afraid of anything. 

approached 
part of speech   

Definition:   

Sentence: The child approached, or 
moved towards, the big dog so that she 
could pet it. 

sti rred 
part of speech 

Definition:   

Sentence: Nellie Bly was stirred  up after 
reading Wilson's article about how women 
should stay home to cook and clean. 

coop 
part of speech 

Definition:   

Sentence: The chickens live in miniature 
houses or crates, known as chicken coops. 

trembled 
part of speech 

Definition:   

Sentence: The boy and his cat were 
trembling, or shaking quickly, because of 
how cold it was outside! 

perspective 
part of speech   

Definition:   

Sentence: After scoring an A+ on the test, 
her perspective  about school has 
changed completely. She loves learning 
now! 



Name   Date   



Name:  Date:   

Chunking Questions: Brave Chicken 

Page 11: 

1. Compare how Izzy and Viktor are different? 

2. How does Izzy feel about herself? 



Name:  Date:   

Page 12: 

3. Think about the argument about the new chicken law. What are the 

two sides of the argument? 

4. What conflict is Izzy facing? 



Name:  Date:   

5. Izzy states, "Dad please" she said, "Chickens can't speak up for 

themselves. Someone has to do it!."" How do you think Izzy feels as 

she says this? Find details to support your answer. 

Page 13 

6. Izzy is worried about negative things that could happen at the 

protest. What Izzy's thoughts tell you about her? 



Name:  Date:   

7. Think about Izzy and Viktor's thoughts. Would you be more like Izzy 

or Viktor? Explain. 

8. Izzy finds out Viktor is sick. How does this make Izzy's problem more 

complicated? Be sure to explain Izzy's problem. 



Name:  Date:   

9. How does thinking about Nellie Bly affect Izzy? 

Page 14 

10.  The author states, "she stood a little taller in her chicken costume." 

How is Izzy changing? 



Name:  Date:   

11.  What does perspective mean? Use context clues to help you 

define. 

12.  Why would the reporter want to "marcher's perspective" for an 

article? 



Name:  Date:   

13.  Viktor tells Izzy, "You were a brave chicken." Why is the phrase 

"brave chicken" funny here? 



TDQ:   Name 

Date 

* Introduction (Restate & Answer) 

* Cite Evidence #1 Explanation for Evidence #1 

* Cite Evidence #2 Explanation for Evidence #2 

* Cite Evidence #3 Explanation for Evidence #3 

* Conclusion (10% Summary) 



Name: Date: 

After reading B̀rave Chicken," complete all parts of the prompt below. If you run out of room on the lines 

provided complete on lined paper. Remember to plan and think about the following FCAs: 

• Introduction paragraph that clearly restates the question with a thesis statement 

• Use at least 3 pieces of evidence from the text, and explain how the evidence supports your answer 

• Conclusion paragraph that includes a 10% summary 
• Paragraph form, complete sentences, with capital letters and punctuation 

• Word Choice: Remember to add transitions. 

TDQ 1: 

PROMPT: What is the theme of "Brave Chicken?" Inferences should be supported by evidence from 

the text. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 



TDQ 2 

PROMPT: Through whose eyes did you see the story? Remember to use textual evidence to support 
your ideas. 

Modified: Who is telling the story? Remember to use evidence from the text. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 



SKIP 

TDQ 3: 

PROMPT: The author lets you know what Izzy is thinking throughout the story. Why do you think the 
author shares Izzy's thoughts with readers? Use evidence from the text to support your ideas. 

Modified: How do Izzy's feelings change throughout the text? Use evidence from the 
beginning, middle, and end of the story to support your answer. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 



SKIP 

TDA: 

PROMPT: The title of the story is "Brave Chicken." How does Izzy show bravery in the 
story? Use words and phrases from the text to prove your answer. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 



SKIP 
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Written by Mi
ke Vago 

Correlation 
Dolores Huert
a 

Focus
 Question 

0 0 

Q 

0 

Who is Dolore
s Huerta, and
 what has 

All rights re
served. 

she accomplis
hed? 



Born to Be an
 Activist 

Born in 1930 
in Dawson, Ne
w Mexico, Dol
ores 

Table of Cont
ents 

Dolores all h
er life. 

I�t  

Born to Be an
 Activist ...
... 

Becoming an O
rganizer. 

Turning to Ac
tivism 

Changing the 
Law 

Working for W
omen and Fami
lies 

Making a Diff
erence 
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IV Dolores Huerta 
rr IV Dolores Huerta 

M 

M 

In what ways did Huerta's 

upbringing impact her 

life's work? 

Why does Huerta believe that 

it is important for women and 

Latina women in particular to 

get involved in government? 

Evaluate  I  Analyze i  Reading A-Z   Reading A-Z 

Dolores Huerta 

What event occurred in 1966, 

and how did it lead to changes 

in farmworker rights? 

1 

Sequence Events 

 Reading A-Z 

Dolores Huerta 

Why do you think the author 

wants readers to know 

about the life and work 

of Dolores Huerta? 

1 

Dolores Huerta 

In what ways did the work 

of Dolores Huerta impact 

farmworkers in the state 

of California? 

`  Make Inferences /Draw Conclusions 

 Reading A-Z 

0 Dolores Huerta 

How have the laws 

protecting farmworkers 

changed over time? 

`  Author's Purpose 

 Reading A-Z 
© Learning A-Z All rights reserved. 

Compare and Contrast 

Reading A-Z 
www.readinga-z.com 



Name   Reading A-Z 
Instructions: Write cause-and-effect relationships from the book in the correct spaces below. 

© Learning A—Z All rights reserved. 

Images: Poster: © iStock.com/Michael Burrell: 

megaphone: © iStock.com/wabeno 

Dolores Huert
a • Level 
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Skill: Cause 
and Effect 
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englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Intermediate Paragraph Correction 1 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. 

1) Well, its another rainy day. I wonder what 2) I will do? First, I think I'll take a 

walk around the 3)  neyborhood to stretch my legs. 4) Second I'll cook a big breakfast 

5) with toast fruit eggs and bacon. After that, I might mow my 6) lawn; it's getting pretty 

long. I'm not sure what I'll do after that. I guess I should go see my mother. I think she 

wants me to go grocery shopping with her. I have no idea why she can't just go by 7) her 

self. Or, better still, she could ask my dad to go with her! I doubt he will want to go with 

her though. He 8) doesn't like going to the grocery store as much as I do! 

1) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

Well, it was 
Well, it isn't 
Well, it's 
Correct as is 

I would do? 
will I do? 
I will do. 
Correct as is 

neighborhood 
neiborhood 
nayberhood 
nayborhood 
Correct as is 

Second will I 
Second, I'll 
Second I'm gonna 
Correct as is 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

6) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

8) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

with toast and fruit and eggs and bacon. 
with toast, fruit, eggs, and bacon. 
with toast, fruit, eggs and bacon. 
Both B and C are correct. 
Correct as is 

lawn? It's 
lawn: it's 
lawn! It's 
Correct as is 

themselves 
itself 
herself 
Correct as is 

dislikes 
enjoys 
likes 
Correct as is 



englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Intermediate Paragraph Correction 2 
If 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. 

Jaime 1) been applying for full—time jobs for several months. 2) The last week he received 

a call from the Human Resources director at a computer software 3) company the HR director 

asked Jaime 4) could he fly to Chicago for a job interview. The company offered to pay for 

Jaime's plane ticket to Chicago, so that he will not have to pay for it himself. Jamie agreed to come 

for the interview. 

Since then, Jaime has been busy collecting 5)  informaton about the company. He also went 

shopping for a new 6) suite. Jaime and his wife have been rehearsing answers to possible interview 

questions, so that Jaime will be 7) good and ready his best. Jaime is nervous about the interview, 

but 8) his looking forward to working at a new place. 

1) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

have been applying 
has been applying 
have applying 
has applied 

Last week 
On last week 
The week last 
Both A and C are correct. 

company, The 
company - the 
company. The 
company! The 

if he could fly 
if could he fly 
whether he could fly 
Both A and C are correct. 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

6) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

informates 
information 
imformation 
informashun 
Correct as is 

suit. 
siut. 
suet. 
sewt. 

good. 
smart and ready. 
prepared. 
studious. 
Correct as is 

8) 
A. he's 
B. he is 
C. he will be 
D. Both A and B are correct. 



englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Beginning Paragraph Coffection 1 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. 

My name is 1) Jay Hammond I am a firefighter. 2) I live in 128 Pine Lane, in 

Jackson, Mississippi. 3) I have two childs. One is a girl named Clair. 4) The other 

5) is boy named Thatcher. 6) His name after my father. I also have a wife named Jenna. 

She is "7) beutiful. She has long, dark, soft hair. 8) We also got a dog named Buck. He is 

very obedient but sometimes he barks at night and it upsets our neighbors! 

1) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

Jay. Hammond I am 
Jay Hammond. I am 
Jay Hammond I'm 
Jay Hammond, I am 

on 128 Pine Lane, on 
in 128 Pine Lane, on 
at 128 Pine Lane, in 
in 128 Pine, Lane in 

two child 
two children 
two childrens 
Correct as is 

Other 
Another 
The another 
Correct as is 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

6) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

8) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

is boy name 
is boy of name 
is a boy named 
is a boy who name 

He is named after 
He has name from 
His name is same 
He is same named 

butiful 
beautyful 
beautiful 
beautifull 

got dog named Buck. 
got a dog name Buck. 
got dog name of Buck. 
have a dog named Buck. 



englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Beginning Paragraph Coffection 2 
i 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. 

1) This morning, I were making toast for 2) brekfast. Then I went to the basement 

3) put some clothes in the washer. I heard the smoke alarm. 4) I think, "Someone is 

burning 5) something I put the soap in the washer. When I got 6) up to stairs, everybody 

was running outdoors. Two fire trucks and a police car were outside of my house. Smoke 

was coming out of my apartment! My kids "7) standing outside. They were 8) weering 

their pajamas. My kids! Oh no! My toast! 

1) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

are 
is 
was 
Correct as is 

brakfast 
breckfast 
breakfast 
breackfast 

to put 
for put 
to puts 
for putting 

Thinked 
I thinked 
I thought 
I am thought 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

6) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

8) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

something! I 
something!" I 
something"! I 
something"? I 

upstairs 
to upstairs 
the upstairs 
Correct as is 

was standing 
are standing 
were stand 
were standing 

waring 
wareing 
wearing 
Correct as is 



Complete one or more of the Sense and Description 
Planning pages during a Walk. 

After your walk, complete a writing piece (lines below) 
using the information you collected. Think about 

WORD CHOICE using the Sensory Description Words. 





Sensory Description Words: 

stinky, pungent, fragrant, soapy, 
piney,  fishy,  moldy,  ,rusty, 
perfumed, scented, stench, putrid, 
cinnamon, flowery, fresh, woodsy, 

earthy,  burnt,  smoky,  vanilla, 
pumpkin,  rotten, stale,  lemony, 
acrid, crisp, brackish, salty, saucy, 

bacon, aroma, odor, noxious, ripe, 
pleasant,  strong,  spicy,  garlic, 
onion, delightful, herbal, pleasing, 
overpowering, subtle, fruity, coffee 

Slit 

V 

Sound 
crash, buzz, squeak, tweet, bang, 
loud, noisy, shrill, ear-splitting, bark, 

beep, growl, cacophony, mew, snort, 
sob, whine, blare, boom, patter, hum, 
swoosh, drum, beat, bump, creak, 
strum, fizz, grumb[e„ twitter, chirp, 
neigh, shout, cheer, whisper., murmur, 

clank, click,  tap,  stomp, thump, 
thunder,  ticking,  yelling,  singing, 
rustling, humming, tearing, squeal, 
Zap, buzz, knock. ping. plop, whir, pop 

I 

burgundy, crimson, scarlet, brick red, 
cherry, pink, peach, coral, lavender, 
mauve, violet, sky blue, cobalt, teal, 
turquoise,  navy,  azure,  sapphire, 
evergreen, olive, lime green, jade, 

mustard, canary, lemon, gold, orange-

yellow, saffron, tangerine, brown, 
beige, ivory, ebony, steel gray, ash 
gray, bone, bronze, silver, platinum, 

tarp,  caramel,  charcoal,  chestnut, 
copper, hazel, fuchsia, indigo, marble 



What 
At this stop on your walk, 
smell and write details, descriptions, 
Some things that you may 
the following: 

• What types of scents 
• What is the degree 
subtle, overpowering)? 

• What memories do 
scent? 

• Which scents are pleasant 
do you think that way 

do you smell? 
pay attention to what yot 

and reflection, 
want to consider includ( 

do you smell? 
of each odor (pungent, 

you associate with each  

or unpleasant? Why 
about each? 

Details 
(Words & Phrases) 

Descriptions & Reflections 
(Sentences) 



What  do you hear? 
At this stop on your walk, pay attention to what you 
hear and write details, descriptions, and reflections. 
Some things that you may want to consider include 
the following: 
• What background sounds do your hear? (These could be 
natural or mechanical sounds, traffic, etc.) 

• What are people saying? 
• Is there music? What kind? 
• Can you use onomatopoeias (words that imitate sounds) to 
describe what you hear? 

• How do the sounds affect your mood and thoughts? 

Details 
(Words & Phrases) 

Descriptions & Reflections 
(Sentences) 



What 
At this stop on your walk, 
see and write details, descriptions, 
Some things that you may 
the following: 
• What colors do you see? 
• What objects and shapes 
natural objects.) 

• What do people look 
are they wearing? What 

• Where are objects placed? 
• What do these images 
• How do thcy makc you 

do you see? 
pay attention to what you 

and reflections.  4 � 

want to consider include  

(Try to use specific words.) 
are there? (Note both manmade and 

like? What are their facial expressions? What 
color are their hair and eyes? 

(Describe the layout of the locations.) 
make you think about? 
fccl? 

Details 
(Words & Phrases) 

Descriptions & Reflections 
(Sentences) 



ARC Accountable Talk: (Pick One based on your text for the day) 

Literature Accountable Talk Ideas 

• Characters: Describe one of the characters in your text using traits. 
• Setting (time and place): What is the setting of your text? Use 
evidence to support your setting. 

• Events: What are the main events? What was the problem and 
solution? Use evidence to support your response. 

• Theme: What is the theme of your text? (Lesson) Use evidence to 
support the theme. 

• Point of View: Who told the story? Use evidence to support your 
ideas. 

Informational Accountable Talk Ideas 

• Main Idea and Details: What is the main idea of your text? Find 
evidence for supporting details. 

• Text and Graphic Features: What type did you find? What did they 
help you learn? 

• Text Structure: What is the text structure of your informational text? 
Use evidence to support your idea. 

• Author's Purpose: Why did the author write this text? (persuade, 
inform, or entertain) Use evidence to explain. 

Vocabulary Accountable Talk Ideas 

Find an unknown vocabulary word(s) while reading. 
• Create a Vocabulary Card: include: word, part of speech, definition, 
synonym, and a sentence. 

• Context Clues: What context clue did you use to help today? 
Explain the context clue and what you determined the meaning of 
the word(s) is. 

• Resources: Use a resource to find the meaning of an unknown 
word(s). What resource did you use? What is the meaning of the 
word? 



11 newsela 

Authors: Nellie Bly 
By Biography.com Editors and A+E Networks, adapted by Newsela staff on 07.19.16 

Word Count 666 

Level 820L 

A photo of Nellie Bly. Library of Congress 

Synopsis: Journalist Nellie Bly began writing for The Pittsburgh Dispatch newspaper in 1885. 
Two years later, Bly moved to New York City and began working for The New York World. She 
wrote an important article that showed the poor conditions of certain hospitals in New York City. 
In 1889, the paper sent her on a trip around the world in a record-setting '72 days. Bly died on 
January 2'7, 1922, at age 57,  in New York City. 

Early Life 

Famed investigative journalist Nellie Bly was born Elizabeth Jane Cochran on May 5, 1864, in 
Cochran's Mills, Pennsylvania. The town was founded by her father, Michael Cochran. He made 
money for his family by working as a judge and landowner. 

In 1870, when Bly was 6 years old, her father died suddenly. Her family was devastated by the loss. 
Michael Cochran didn't write a will. A will is a document, or legal paper, that has instructions on 
what to do with a person's money after that person dies. Nellie Bly's family could not get their 
father's money after he died. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Writing Career Begins 

At first, Bly enrolled at a college in Pennsylvania. She planned to become a teacher. However, not 
long after beginning her courses, she faced problems and had to stop studying. After leaving the 
school, she moved with her mother to the nearby city of Pittsburgh. 

Bly's future finally began to look brighter in the early 188os. At the age of 18, she grew upset after 
reading an article by opinion writer Erasmus Wilson. Wilson said that women should stay at 
home, where they should only be raising children and cooking and cleaning. Bly wrote a fiery letter 
to the newspaper about Wilson's article. Soon after, the same newspaper offered Bly a writing job. 

Bly fought for the rights of women. She wanted to prove that women could work at jobs just like 
any man could. She also became renowned for her newspaper reporting. Soon, however, her 
newspaper stopped giving her exciting writing jobs. Bly wanted to find more meaningful work. 

In 1887, Bly relocated to New York City. She began working for the newspaper The New York 
World. 

Exposing Problems In Hospitals 

One of Bly's earliest jobs at the paper was to report on conditions at a city mental institution. 
Mental institutions are places that help people who have trouble with their moods, thinking or 
behavior. 

To be admitted into the hospital, Bly pretended to be a mental patient. She lived and took notes at 
the hospital for 10 days. 

Bly wrote an article about her experience at the hospital. It was a big success. The piece told the 
public about many disturbing conditions at the mental institution, including physical harm to 
patients. 

Bly's article helped spark changes in New York City's hospitals. It led to more government money 
for the care of mentally ill patients. It also brought about new rules to prevent overcrowding at the 
city's medical, or health-related, buildings. 

Sailing Around The World 

In 1889, inspired by Jules Verne's 1873 book "Around the World in Eighty Days," Bly attempted to 
sail around the globe in fewer than 8o days. At that time, no one in the world had actually traveled 
around the world in 8o days. The "8o-day trip" story was made up. Bly embarked on her journey 
anyway. She traveled first on a ship, and later on horseback. She completed the trip in 72 days, six 
hours, 11 minutes and 14 seconds. That set a real-life world record. 

Bly became famous worldwide for her journey. She later published a book about the experience: 
"Around the World in 72 Days" (1890). 

Marriage And Later Years 

In 1895, at the age of 30, Bly married Robert Seaman. She retired from journalism. After her 
husband died in 1905, however, Bly had difficulties with money. She began working for 
newspapers again in 1920. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



On January 27, 1922, Nellie Bly died in New York City. She was 57  years old. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Name   Date   

"Nellie Bly" Vocabulary Cards 

journalist 
part of speech  

Definition: a person who writes for 
newspapers, magazines, or news to be 
prepared for broadcast 
Sentence:   

investigative 
part of speech   

Definition: a journalist working to 
expose controversial issues 
Sentence:   

devastated 
part of speech   

Definition: destroy or ruin something 
Sentence:   

will 
part of speech 

Definition: a document, or legal paper, 
that has instructions on what to do 
with a person's money after the person 
dies 
Sentence:   

courses 
part of speech 

Definition: classes taken in college 
Sentence:   

fiery 
part of speech 

Definition: having a passion 
Sentence:   



Name   Date   

renowned 
part of speech  

Definition: known or talked about by 
many people 
Sentence:   

exposing 
part of speech 

Definition: make something visible or 
uncover something 
Sentence:   

disturbing 
part of speech   

Definition: causing one to be anxious 
or worry 
Sentence:   

spark 
part of speech 

Definition: having a certain quality or 
intense feeling 
Sentence:   

admit 
part of speech 

Definition: confess to being true 
Sentence:   

rights 
part of speech 

Definition: a legal permission to obtain 
something or act a certain way 
Sentence:   



Name:  Date:   

Chunking Questions: Author: Nellie Bly 

Synopsis: 

1. What is a journalist? Use examples for the first section to help you 

define. 

Early Life: 

2. Why was her father's death so sad for the family? 



Name:  Date:   

Writing Career Begins: 

3. Why did Bly have to stop studying to become a teacher? How did 

this make her feel? 

4. Why does the author state, "Bly's future finally began to look 

brighter?" Use evidence to support your response. 



Name:  Date:   

5. Why would Bly write a letter to respond to Wilson's article? 

Exposing Problems in Hospital 

6. How do you think Bly felt being a patient in the hospital? Use 

evidence to support your response. 



Name:  Date:   

7. Why did Bly's article about the hospital help people? 

Sailing Around the World 

8. Why would Bly need to use many forms of transportation to travel 

around the world? Use examples. 



Name:  Date:   

9. Why did Bly become famous for her journey? 



TDQ:   Name 

Date 

* Introduction (Restate & Answer) 

* Cite Evidence #1 Explanation for Evidence #1 

* Cite Evidence #2 Explanation for Evidence #2 

* Cite Evidence #3 Explanation for Evidence #3 

* Conclusion (10% Summary) 



Name: Date: 

After reading "Nellie Bly," complete all parts of the prompt below. If you run out of room on the lines 

provided complete on lined paper. Remember to plan and think about the following FCAs: 

• Introduction paragraph that clearly restates the question with a thesis statement 

• Use at least 3 pieces of evidence from the text, and explain how the evidence supports your answer 

• Conclusion paragraph that includes a 10% summary 
• Paragraph form, complete sentences, with capital letters and punctuation 

• Word Choice: Remember to add transitions. 

TDQ 1: 

PROMPT: Describe how Nellie Bly responded to changes throughout her life as a young girl and a 

journalist. Use evidence from the text to support your response. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 



TDQ 2 

PROMPT: Explain what investigative means? Use words and phrases from the text to support your 
idea. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 



TDQ 3: 

PROMPT: How did Nellie Bly persevere throughout her life to become a well known investigative 
journalist. Use evidence from the text to support your inferences. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 



TDA: 

PROMPT: Analyze how Nellie Bly's character made her a well known author and journalist. Use 
words and phrases from the text to support your response. 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 

SKIP 
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W No Escape? 
rr W No Escape? 1 

Why do you think Mari, Jayden, 

and Alicia's parents took them 

to an escape room? 

`  Evaluate 

Y 

I 

Reading A-Z 

No Escape? 

What is the effect of the 

characters working together 

to solve the puzzles? 

`  Cause and Effect I 

Reading A-Z 

No Escape? 1 

How does the escape room help 

the siblings get along better? 

How do the characters' attitudes 

toward the escape room change 

from the beginning to the end 

of the story? 

`  Compare and Contrast 

0 

Reading A-Z 

No Escape? 

Mari and Jayden encouraged 

Alicia to be the one to make 

her way through the lasers. 

Mari says, "Okay, jock—go 

do it." What can the reader 

infer about Alicia from this 

statement? 

Make Inferences /Draw Conclusions 

 Reading A-Z 

No Escape? 

Do you think the siblings 

needed to work together to solve 

the puzzles in the escape room, 

or do you think they could have 

done them independently? 

Use details from the text 

to explain. 

Problem and Solution 

© Learning A-Z All rights reserved. 

Reading A-ZI 

`  Analyze 

Reading A-Z 
www.readinga-z.com 



Name   Date   Reading A-Z 
Instructions: List the events for each of the five parts of a plot. Use the book to help with the correct order 
of events. 

INTRODUCTION  RESOLUTION 

Introduction (usually describes the setting and characters) 

Rising Action (presents the problem and explains how the characters are trying to solve it) 

Climax (the most exciting part c f the text in which the problem is solved) 

Falling Action (tells what happens as a result c f the solution to the problem) 

Resolution (the loose ends c f the story are tied up and the story ends) 

No Escape? • 
Level W • 1 

Skill: Analyz
e Plot 

0 Learning A-Z All rights reserved.  www.readinga-z.com 



englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Beginning Paragraph Correction 3 
If 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. 

My name is Thomas Martin. I live 1) in a farm near Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 

2) I raises livestock and grow corn on my farm. My 3) kid help me. 4) In the morning, we 

5) up very early to feed the animals. 6) Everybody help milk the cows. Then I drive the 

kids to school. I work in 7) the fields all the day. When the children come 8) home, we all 

work together. 

d) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

in farm 
on farm 
on a farm 
Correct as is 

raise 
raising 
raised 
Correct as is 

children 
child 
kids 
All of the above are correct 
Both A and B are correct 
Both A and C are correct 

In morning, 
In a morning, 
On the morning, 
Correct as is 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

all up very early 
wake up very early 
are waking up very early 
Correct as is 

6) 
A. Everyone helps 
B. Everybody helps 
C. All of the above are correct 
D. None of the above are correct 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

the fields during day. 
the fields all day. 
the fields day. 
Correct as is 

8) 
A. home we all 
B. home, us all 
C. home, we are all 
D. Correct as is 



englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Beginning Paragraph Coffection 4 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. 

My name is Jacqueline. I am 1) a clerk at Dave's Grocery Store. Sometimes I work 

at a cash register. When 2) I no working there I work 3) in the service  counter. The 

grocery store has a 4) bank a flower shop, and a pharmacy. 5) There is an ATM 6) 

between the entrance. The store is on Main Street. 7) All most everybody in town shops 

8) to Dave's.  

1) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

clerk at Dave's 
a clerk in Dave's 
a clerk at the Dave's 
Correct as is 

I not 
I am not 
I'm not 
Both B and c are correct 

in the services 
at the service 
at service 
Correct as is 

bank: a flower shop, 
bank. a flower shop, 
bank, a flower shop, 
Correct as is 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

6) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

8) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

There is a 
Their is an 
There are an 
Correct as is 

between entrance. 
near the entrance. 
near entrance. 
Correct as is 

All most every body 
All most everyone 
Almost everybody 
Correct as is 

at Dave's. 
by Dave's. 
at the Dave's. 
Correct as is 



englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Intermediate Paragraph Correction 3 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. 

I've had a terrible cold 1) about several days. I've been blowing my nose, sneezing, and 

coughing. 2) I'm been eating chicken soup and drinking orange juice for a couple days. I've been 

taking aspirin and 3) coffe sirrup since the weekend. I've been at home watching TV 4) for 

Monday. I've talked 5) my mother on the phone every day of the 6) week, I've watched every 

bad movie that came on the TV. I wonder 7) I'll well again. I wonder when I can go back to 

work. I'm 8) tired of the cough, sneezing, and complaining! 

1) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

for several days. 
for days several. 
during several days. 
for a few days. 
Both A and D are correct 
Correct as is 

I've eating 
I'm being eating 
I've been eating 
I've being eaten 
I be eating 

coff sirup 
cofe syrup 
cough syrup 
couhgh syrup 
Correct as is 

by 
during 
since 
once 
Correct as is 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

6) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

8) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

to my mother 
for my mother 
while my mother 
about my mother 
Correct as is 
Both A and C are correct. 

week. I've 
week: I've 
week; I've 
week - I've 
Correct as is 

when I'll get well again. 
when I'll well again. 
when I would get well. 
whenever I'll get well again. 
Correct as is 

tired of a cough 
tired of coughing 
tired for coughing 
tired about coughing 
Correct as is 



englishforeveryone.org Name 
Date 

Intermediate Paragraph Correction 4 

Directions: Read the passage below. Then ans y er�questions about errors in the passage. 

s 
When I turned the doorknob, 1) it open easy. I was immediately 2) spicious; 

the door 3) should of been locked on a weekend at midnight. I 4) was carefully push the door 

open. It was pitch black inside. I couldn't even see my own hand on the doorknob. I heard a low 

growl and felt something 5) brushed past me. What was it? A tiger... a lion... a wild beast? 

"There he is 6) said Mr. O'Malley, owner of the building. "Come on, Butchy," he called to the 

dog. "Time to go home." Mr. O'Malley looked at me for a moment. Then he 7) said "I know, I 

know. I shouldn't 8) had left the door open. I came back to lock it  and to find Butchy." 

1) 
A. the door opened easy. 
B. it opened easy. 
C. the door easily opened. 
D. it opened easily. 
E. Correct as is 

2) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

3) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

4) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

spisious 
suspicious 
suspishus 
sespisious 
Correct as is 

should have been locked 
should have been lock 
should been locked 
should be a locked 
Correct as is 

careful pushed 
carefully pushed 
was careful and pushed 
did carefully push 

5) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 

6) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 

7) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

8) 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 

brush past me. 
brush passed me. 
brush passing me. 
brushed passed me. 
Correct as is 

he is said" 
he is", said 
he is," said 
he is," say 
he is," asked 
he is," replied 

said, "I 
said ",I 
said, I 
Correct as is 

of left 
of leave 
have left 
has left 



Spring Creative Writing  

This week as you are outside or thinking about spring 
complete some f ree writing. Be creative! 

Pick 1 or more activities: 

1. Spring Acrostic Poem: Assign a word that 
matches the letters of spring. Take a walk outside 

and see what words you can come up with! 

2. Creative Writing: Pick dif f erent story elements on 
the chart (setting, characters, conflict, etc) and 
create a story of your own about a spring day. 

3. Spring Journal: Complete a free write about a 
spring day. This can be something you have done, 
something you want to do, or something someone 
else has done on a spring day. Be creative! 



Activity 1: Poem 

—  M  1 -.I =  M  M  M  M  - 

ACroS}it Poi}rY - M I N O 
Write a word or line of poetry for each letter in the word "SPRING." Although the first letter of the line 
should start with the letter listed, remember this is poetry and anything goes. If you want to mix it up, 
you may. 

as   

IF   

R   

I   

N 

CA 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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Activity Z: Creative Spring Writing 

Spring Writing Idea Chart 

SETTING CONFLICT 
MAIN 

CHARACTER 
INTERESTING 
WORDS 

SPRING 
THINGS 

IMAGERY ENDING 

your house 
your team is 
losing 

you brilliant bluejays 
what are 
you seeing 

your team 
wins 

a sports practice 
it begins 
pouring 

a student your 
age 

nesting daffodils 
what are 
you hearing 

your team 
loses 

in the park You invent a 
new game 

a flower whipping winds rain 
what are 

you thinking 
someone 
is helped 

in the car 
friendship 
problems 

a younger sibling budding sunshine 
what are 
you feeling 

cliff 
hanger 

a sports game 
problems with 
a picnic a neighbor sprouts puddles 

what are 
you tasting 

only a 
dream 

your backyard bugs take 
over 

Your coach downpour daylight what you 
are smelling 

things 
have 

changed 

© Mr- . vavo 201 

Create a story using some dif f erent ideas from above. 
Use the paper provided on the next page. 



My Spring Story 



Activity 3: Spring Journal: 



ARC Accountable Talk: (Pick One based on your text for the day) 

Literature Accountable Talk Ideas 

• Characters: Describe one of the characters in your text using traits. 
• Setting (time and place): What is the setting of your text? Use 
evidence to support your setting. 

• Events: What are the main events? What was the problem and 
solution? Use evidence to support your response. 

• Theme: What is the theme of your text? (Lesson) Use evidence to 
support the theme. 

• Point of View: Who told the story? Use evidence to support your 
ideas. 

Informational Accountable Talk Ideas 

• Main Idea and Details: What is the main idea of your text? Find 
evidence for supporting details. 

• Text and Graphic Features: What type did you find? What did they 
help you learn? 

• Text Structure: What is the text structure of your informational text? 
Use evidence to support your idea. 

• Author's Purpose: Why did the author write this text? (persuade, 
inform, or entertain) Use evidence to explain. 

Vocabulary Accountable Talk Ideas 

Find an unknown vocabulary word(s) while reading. 
• Create a Vocabulary Card: include: word, part of speech, definition, 
synonym, and a sentence. 

• Context Clues: What context clue did you use to help today? 
Explain the context clue and what you determined the meaning of 
the word(s) is. 

• Resources: Use a resource to find the meaning of an unknown 
word(s). What resource did you use? What is the meaning of the 
word? 



Math Anchor Charts 

Addition 

9 Add Ones 
5t8=►3 

Re group 13 05 1 4e n 
and  3 or--e!,. 

�. Add Tens 
1+3t5=9 

�. Add 
I+y = 11 

� 9rou ,p 11 hurdredS 
as 1 t►�ouSor+d b 1}wndred. 

CHECK �or teA-"j 
gourd to hundrtd % 

6,135  &P. loo 
} �y58  1, 500 

X193  � o0 

Add 'TM�wyo.na s 

Multiplication 

Many Zoos... [Aony Animals 
Multiply  Zero  Mu9tiply  Add 

Step 1' Multiply 
Step Z-- Zero( -"" ,;"  M Nr faa 

Step 3: Multiply  318 
Step 4: Add  t 1060  

1,373 

ir 
82  Z51  706 
514  3 49 45  

159  3530 
,3280 t140go t42360  
3,$54  11,199  45,890 

X 

Subtraction 

is -he nwbc-r 
-y-he same 

ame . 

Division 

DIVIS DN  

divid irsf number,l! ' 73 r1 
947 

M UI 1 iPI Y 9  4,.e quals B  _ 

S+ � 3", 09m,rii6  14 
SU bTrU G f  eivals 1  -144, 

0 667d" S+e   16 our  _ O 7 

q6 
brin 3  5 fro„ ?  .L 

yes= rePea+ 
no: remmnder 

rep®° or remainder 



4t" Grade Math Reminder Sheet 

Addition 

1. Make sure your place values are lined up. 

2. Start with the ones place and add it. If it 

is greater than 9, carry the tens place 

number to the tens place. 

3. Add the ten's place numbers. (If you 

carried a number over, don't forget to add 

that too!) 

4. If the number is larger than 9, carry the 

ten's place digit to the hundred's place. 

5. Repeat the process for each place value. 

I 

Z�3)H-7-- l 
S S 1 

  DS 14 

Subtraction 
1. Make sure your place values are lined up. 
2. Start in the ones place. 
3. Check to see if the top digit is larger. If it 

is, subtract. If it is not, you need to borrow 
one ten from the ten's place, by crossing out 

the number in the tens place and changing it 
to the next smallest digit. Then add 10 to 
your number in the ones place. Now 
subtract. 

4. Repeat step 3 for each place value. 

Division 

Father=Find the number you are using 

Mother=Multiply, to get the closest possible 

product to the number you found 

Sister=Subtract the product from the number 

you found 

Brother=Bring down the next digit in the 

dividend 

Repeat the process until there are no more 

digits in the dividend to bring down. 

3s̀-I 
—32y 

32  ,3 y 
-3 Z 

Z 

Place Value Sections Method for 
Multiplication Review 
1. Draw a rectangle. 

2. Write your factors in expanded form along 
the top and left side of the rectangle. 

3. Separate the rectangle into sections, 
drawing lines from each plus sign. 
4. Multiply the numbers on the top and left 
side of each section. 

5. Add all of the products together to get the 

final answer.   ̀, v- I \ —1 

y 

0 D x I D -Y -1  X00 
�aox )ox4--'x - yu 
y o"u  HD  z V  2� 

(ITZO 

1 



Two Step Addition and Subtraction Word Problems 
Each word problem below involves more than one step and uses addition and/or subtraction. Be sure to use 

your problem solving strategies! 

1. Jessica is reading a book with 80 pages. On 

Tuesday she read 19 pages. On Wednesday she 

read 33 pages. How many pages does Jessica have 

left to read? 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Final answer with a label: 

2. One hundred forty-five people boarded a plane in 

Philadelphia. In New York, 78 people got off and another 

55 people got on. How many people were on the plane 

when it left New York? 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Final answer with a label: 

Jordan earned $750 at his job at the post office and 

another $492 doing yard work. He spent $935 on a 

new car. How much money does Jordan have left? 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Final answer with a label: 

Miss Kim walked 4,350 more steps than Miss Karin. Miss 

Kim walked 8,728 steps. How many steps did Miss Kim 

and Miss Karin walk combined? 

Step 1: 

Step 2: 

Final answer with a label: 

2 



DIVISION 
SHARK MUNCHER 

Phil, the Division Shark, only likes to eat quotients that have no 
remainders. Solve all the problems and then circle the 

fish with no remainders! 

<% Education.com 
Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources 
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Use the space below to solve the division problems on the worksheet titled Division Shark 

Muncher. Circle yes, if there is a remainder, and no if there is not a remainder. 

7 T987 

Remainder: Yes No 

3 T551 

Remainder: Yes No 

4 T594 

Remainder: Yes No 

7 T1281 

Remainder: Yes No 

7 T343 

Remainder: Yes No 

4 T234 

Remainder: Yes No 

9 T612 

Remainder: Yes No 

3 T4353 

Remainder: Yes No 

4 



3)-2352 

Remainder: Yes No 

5)-4370 

Remainder: Yes No 

6)-6783 

Remainder: Yes No 

3)-2462 

Remainder: Yes No 

4)-132 

Remainder: Yes No 

8)-992 

Remainder: Yes No 

6)-582 

Remainder: Yes No 

9)-5679 

Remainder: Yes No 

5 



Go Abroad!: Practice Reading a Bar Graph 
Read the records of travelers using airline services. Then answer the questions below. Show your work. 

Number of Tra
velers 

1000 

900 

800 

700 

600 

500 

400 

300 

200 

100 

Number of travelers using airline services in January 

750 

Kiwi Airlines  East-west Airlines  Disco Airlines  Babaghanoush Airlines  Cocoa Airlines 

\ Airline Name 

1. What unit of measurement is used to express the airlines' popularity? 

2. Write a number at the end of each bar to indicate the number of travelers in each airline. 

3. Are there any two airlines that have the same number of travelers? What are they? 

4. If East-west Airlines had 250 more travelers, what rank would the Kiwi Airlines be? 

5. How many more travelers does the Babaghanoush airline need to be the top airline 
among these five? 

1 % Education.com 
Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources 
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LEMONADE 
STAND 
MATH 
You and your friends run a lemonade stand everyday 
during the summer. You are in charge of keeping 
track of the volume of lemonade sold. Given the 
number of cups sold each day, use division to express 
the number of cups sold in gallons, quarts, and cups. 

Follow the example below. Refer to the conversion 
box to convert your units correctly. Show and check 
your work. 

Conversion 
Box 

Gal = Gallons 
Qt = Quarts 
C = Cups 

1 Gal= 16 C 
1 Qt=4C 

Fri.:  Cups sold: 170 

Mon. 
Cups sold: 19 

1 st: Find the number of gallons 
using division. 

1   
1 G=16C 16 19 R:3 

—16 
3 

2nd: Convert the remaining 
6 cups into quarts. The 
remainder is the number of 
cups left over. 

0 

1 Q=4C 4)3  R.3 
—0 
3 

1 Gal 

4 Qt 

3c 

Wed.  Cups sold: 50 

Gal  Qt  C 

Gal  Qt  C 

Copyright 2010-2011 Education.com 

Sat. ; Cups sold: 134 

Gal  Qt  C 

Thurs.  Cups sold: 44 

Gal  Qt  C 

Sun.  Cups sold: 115 

Gal  Qt  C 

www.education.com/worksheets created by:educatlo.cu' , 
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Lemonade Stand Math Aid 

Use the space on this page or a calculator to help you solve these problems. This will help with 

with the first division step of the Lemonade Stand Math Worksheet. 

16x1=16 

16x2= 32 

16x3= 

16x4=  

16x5=  

16x6=  

16x7=  

16x8=  

16x9=  

16x10= 

8 



Algebraic Concepts-

Evaluating Expressions and Solving for Variables 

Remember a variable is a letter that represents a number. 

Solve for each variable. 

1. y+1=5, soy=   

2. x-3=4, so x=   

3. g+5=8, so g=   

4. h-7=4, so h=   

5. p-6=1, so p=   

6. y-7=3, so y=   

7. x-4=4, so x=   

8. 3+u=9, so u= 

9. t-8=7, so t=  

10. r+4=10, so r=  

11. 5+v=13, so v= 

12. b+3=4, sob=  

13. Y-2=6, soy=   

14. 7-h=6, so h=   

15. 2+m=4, so m=   

Evaluate each expression when 

y=4. 

16. 9-y=   

17. y-1=   

18. 3+y=   

19. Y+6=   

Evaluate each expression when 

a=16. 

20. a-4=   

21. 3+a= 

22. a+4=   

23. 2a=   

Evaluate each expression when 

f=7. 

24. 4f=   

25. f+12=   

26. 24-f=   

27. f+f-2= 

9 



NAME: DATE: 

2-digit bg 2-digit Multiplication Homework - lt.NBT.B.5 

35x24= 

20 

4 

30  5 

30x20=600 20x5=100 

4x30=120 4x5=20 

35 

X 24 

20 

120 

100 

+  600 

840 

Directions= Use the example above to guide you in solving the problems below. Show your 

work and circle your answer! 

1. 32x42= 5.19x41= 

2. 54x28= 6.43x42= 

3.61x24= 7.55x28= 

4. 17x62= 8.65x33= 

10 



Na me   Date   

What's My Number? 
Follow the clues below to figure out the number. Use the number 

grid to help you along the way. Cross out any numbers the clues eliminate. 

1. My number has two digits. 

2. 1 am greater than 30. 

3. 1 am less than 90. 

4. My second digit is greater than 3. 

5. My first digit is divisible by 2. 

6. Both of my digits add up to either 11 or 12. 

7. 1 am the smallest number of the five 
numbers that are left. 

Education.corn 
Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources 

© 2007 - 2020 Education.com 
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Math: Subtraction 

Solve the Riddle! 
Solve these subtraction problems to find the number that goes with each letter. Then enter 

the letter in the space provided below. The words will spell out the answer to the riddle! 

Riddle: What king or music do stones listen to"r 

C. 1,621  R. 1,283 

-1,389  - 406 

U. 6,000 

-4,592 

O. 1,115 

- 162 

C. 4,213 

-3,981 

K. 1,079  S. 1,970  M. 2,935  1. 2,802 

- 780  -1,573  -1,333  -1,774 

Answer: 

cc 

877 232:  //  299: 

1,602: // 1,408: // 397:  /  1,02 

<% Education.com 
Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources 
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Name:  Date: 

''•̀ i';  Which Numbers Are Prime? 
el .a �.: 

Circle the prime numbers and add them together. Remember: A Prime Number is a number 
that is divisible only by one and itself. 

17  21  13 
5  11  14 

9 

7 

18 2 
TOTAL 

Is the total a prime number?   

1 

17 

3 

Solve the equations and circle the answers that are prime. 

14+5= 

4 

2 

6x7= 

5 
37-28=  54+9= 

7 

12x4= 

10 

8 

11 +56= 

11 

49=7=  19x3= 

13 

15+23= 

1 % Education.com 

14 

60-17= 

30+2= 

6 
8+19= 

9 

12 

15 

25-8= 

102-5= 

128+4= 

Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources 
© 2007 - 2020 Education.com 
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Name:  Date: 

iaP*  i 

Division Riddle 

Solve each division problem. Then use the 
remainders for each problem to solve the riddle. 

Hint: You will not use all the letters to solve the 
riddle. 

What goes up and 
doesn't go back down? 

7 410 

5 671 

N 

9I 341 

Example: 

R B 

8) 839 

Y 

61 3299 

E 

8I 594 

U 

A 

170 r2 

3) 512 
- 3 

21 
-21 

02 

3I 1551 

9I 258 

+ 239 

What goes up and doesn't go back down? 

5  1  6  0  3  4  2 

Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources 
© 2007 - 2020 Education.com 
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Use this page to show your work for the Division Riddle. 

g7T410 

remainder: 

b8j839 

remainder: 

r3)-1551 

remainder: 

o5T671 

remainder: 

y6T3299 

remainder: 

u 9T258 

remainder: 

n 9 j341 

remainder:   

e 8)-594 

remainder:   

a 4 T1239 

remainder:   

15 



Measurement Activity: Cook or Bake Something 
1. Ask an adult in your house what they plan to cook or bake next. Ask if you can help. 
2. Ask if they have a recipe. (Either that they can tell you or you can read.) 
3. List the ingredients. 
4. List the measurements and units of measurement you need for each ingredient. 
5. If they allow you, measure the ingredients. Have them check your measurements to make 
sure it is correct. 
6. Help them mix and/or cook or bake the recipe once all of the ingredients have been added. 
7. If possible send your teacher a picture or have your parent post it on social media with 
#wickproud 
Recipe Name   

Ingredients and measurements used: 

What did you learn about measurement from doing this activity? Would you like to do it again 

sometime? 

16 



Name: Date: 

More Multiplication Comparisons 

Directions: Test your multiplication skills by writing in the correct symbol: >, <, or =. 

1. 

13 x 0  i 

2. 

12 x 5  i 10 x 6 

3. 

5 x 5  i 6 x 4 

4. 

12 x 3  i  i 6 x 6 

5. 

4 x 3  i  i 5 x 2 

6. 

r  

7. 

6 x 9  i 7 x 8 

8. 

12 x 4  i 9 x 5 

9. 

8 x 3  i 6 x 4 

10. 11. 

5 x 4  i  i 9 x 2 

12. 

13. 

9 x 5 

14. 

i 

15. 

16. 17. 

5 x 2  i  i 7 x I 

18. 

11 x 6  i  i 7 x 9 

7 x 7  i  i 6 x 8 

21. 

9 x 4  i 5 x 8 

19. 

10x5  1  7 x 6 

Education.com 

20. 

7 x 4 I 

i 
i 14 x 2 

Find worksheets, games, lessons & more at education.com/resources 
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Matter and Energy: What is energy? 
By Encyclopaedia Britannica, adapted by Newsela staff on 04.18.17 

Word Count 711 

Level 680L 

Image 1. Wind is a source of energy. Turbines like these capture the wind's energy and turn it into another form of energy, such as electricity. 

Photo from: Wikimedia Commons 

Energy allows things to move and makes machines work. Energy also helps living things grow. 

Many Different Forms Of Energy 

Energy exists in many different forms. Animals get energy from eating food. Electrical energy is 
associated with tiny units called atoms. These units make up everything in the universe. Heat and 
light are also forms of energy. 

One form of energy can be turned into another. For example, a battery turns chemical energy into 
electrical energy. Chemical energy is the energy stored in something. Electrical energy powers 
appliances in our homes and businesses. 

Stored Energy And Moving Energy 

Every form of energy can be described as either potential energy or kinetic energy. Potential 
energy is stored energy. For example, the chemical energy of food is stored energy. When people 
eat, their bodies change the stored energy into moving energy. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Potential energy can also come from where an object 
is located. For example, potential energy is stored in a 
rock on top of a cliff. This is because the rock could 
easily fall. Potential energy is also stored in an arrow 
stretched back on a bowstring. If the cliff crumbles 
under the rock, the rock falls. If the string is let go, the 
arrow flies through the air. 

As the rock and the arrow move, they gain kinetic 
energy. This is also called moving energy. All moving  Y C ID13 En ycbp®de 9a wi e l c. 

objects have kinetic energy. Even the atoms inside an 
object have kinetic energy. The total moving energy of all the atoms in an object is called heat 
energy. The moving energy of a falling rock is called mechanical energy. That is the energy of an 

object in motion. 

Energy Cannot Be "Used Up" 

T 

kinetic energy 

mechanical energy 

kinetic energy 

A scientific law describes something about the universe. It is based on many different experiments. 
One law about energy is called the law of conservation of energy. This law says that energy cannot 
be created or destroyed. That means that energy cannot simply appear out of nowhere. 

When energy is "used" to power something, that 
energy is not really being used up. It is just being 
changed from one form of energy to another. When 

people eat, their bodies take in chemical energy from 
food. They turn this into heat energy and mechanical 
energy. This helps people stay warm and move 
around. 

The Sun Creates Almost All Energy On Earth 

Changing forms of energy 

An automobile engine changes chemical 
energy to mechanical and heat energy. 

A tree changes radiant energy to 
chemical energy. 

Hammering a nail changes mechanical 
energy to deformation and heat energy. 

 --w�,;4blill 
A thermonuclear reaction changes nuclear 
energy to radiant and heat energy. 

An electric mixer changes electrical energy 
to mechanical and heat energy. 

t (* 
A lamp changes electrical energy to radiant 
and heat energy. 

Almost all energy on Earth comes from the sun. The  
sun makes plants grow. When animals eat the plants, 
they get energy from the chemicals in the plants. When plants die they break down. Over millions 

of years this creates fossil fuels. Fossil fuels include oil, natural gas and coal. They are used to heat 
homes and power cars. 

Burning fossil fuels creates greenhouse gases. These 
cause global warming. Global warming is causing the 

Earth to heat up. This is why scientists are trying to 
find new energy sources. Some of these sources have 
actually been used for many years. They include wind, 
water and heat from inside the Earth. Sailboats use 

the power of wind to move them along. Water mills 
use moving water to turn wheels that grind grain. In ancient times, some people even used hot 
gases from inside the Earth to heat their houses. They ran the hot air through pipes under their 
floors. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Scientists have learned how to use these natural sources to make new forms of energy. For 
example, wind can turn machines called wind turbines. These machines make electricity. In sunny 
areas, devices collect the heat of the sun and store it. Then the heat can be used to heat water and 
houses. Other devices turn the sun's rays into electricity. This is known as solar energy. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Quiz 

1 What happens to the energy in the food people eat? 

(A)  People make chemical energy from food energy. 

(B)  People change chemical energy to kinetic energy. 

(C)  People create more food energy by eating. 

(D)  People destroy kinetic energy when they eat. 

2  Select the paragraph from the section "The Sun Creates Almost All Energy On Earth" that BEST explains how natural energy 

sources have been used for a long time. 

3  Which of these has kinetic energy? 

(A)  coiled spring 

(B)  can of gasoline 

(C)  wrapped sandwich 

(D)  flowing tap water 

4 Which selection from the section "Energy Cannot Be 'Used Up"' gives an EXAMPLE of the law of conservation of energy in 

action? 

(A)  A scientific law describes something about the universe. It is based on many different experiments. 

(B)  One law about energy is called the law of conservation of energy. This law says that energy cannot be 

created or destroyed. 

(C)  When energy is "used" to power something, that energy is not really being used up. It is just being 

changed from one form of energy to another. 

(D)  When people eat, their bodies take in chemical energy from food. They turn this into heat energy and 

mechanical energy. 

5  Which example shows the energy changes when a battery is used? 

(A)  electrical energy to chemical energy 

(B)  electrical energy to electrical energy 

(C)  chemical energy to electrical energy 

(D)  chemical energy to chemical energy 

6  Which section of the article explains HOW people have invented new ways to create electricity and heat? 

(A)  "Many Different Forms of Energy" 

(B)  "Stored Energy And Moving Energy" 

(C)  "Energy Cannot Be 'Used Up 

(D)  "The Sun Creates Almost All Energy On Earth" 

7  What are the consequences of people using fossil fuels? 

(A)  production of greenhouse gases and warming of Earth 

(B)  combustion of dinosaur fossils and warming of Earth 

(C)  production of greenhouse gases and cooling of Earth 

(D)  combustion of dinosaur fossils and cooling of Earth 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



8  Based on the section "Many Different Forms Of Energy," which of the following statements is true? 

(A)  Energy can be changed from one form to another. 

(B)  Heat and light are energy forms, but electricity is not. 

(C)  Energy can be created, but not destroyed. 

(D)  Batteries turn electrical energy into chemical energy. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Answer Key 

1 What happens to the energy in the food people eat? 

(A)  People make chemical energy from food energy. 

(B)  People change chemical energy to kinetic energy. 

(C)  People create more food energy by eating. 

(D)  People destroy kinetic energy when they eat. 

2  Select the paragraph from the section "The Sun Creates Almost All Energy On Earth" that BEST explains how natural energy 

sources have been used for a long time. 

Paragraph 12: 

Burning fossil fuels creates greenhouse gases. These cause global warming. Global warming is causing the 

Earth to heat up. This is why scientists are trying to find new energy sources. Some of these sources have 

actually been used for many years. They include wind, water and heat from inside the Earth. Sailboats use 

the power of wind to move them along. Water mills use moving water to turn wheels that grind grain. In 

ancient times, some people even used hot gases from inside the Earth to heat their houses. They ran the 

hot air through pipes under their floors. 

3  Which of these has kinetic energy? 

(A)  coiled spring 

(B)  can of gasoline 

(C)  wrapped sandwich 

(D)  flowing tap water 

4  Which selection from the section "Energy Cannot Be 'Used Up"' gives an EXAMPLE of the law of conservation of energy in 

action? 

5 

A scientific law describes something about the universe. It is based on many different experiments. 

One law about energy is called the law of conservation of energy. This law says that energy cannot be 

created or destroyed. 

When energy is "used" to power something, that energy is not really being used up. It is just being 

changed from one form of energy to another. 

When people eat, their bodies take in chemical energy from food. They turn this into heat energy 

and mechanical energy. 

Which example shows the energy changes when a battery is used? 

(A)  electrical energy to chemical energy 

(B)  electrical energy to electrical energy 

(C)  chemical energy to electrical energy 

(D)  chemical energy to chemical energy 

6  Which section of the article explains HOW people have invented new ways to create electricity and heat? 

(A)  "Many Different Forms of Energy" 

(B)  "Stored Energy And Moving Energy" 

(C)  "Energy Cannot Be 'Used Up 

(D)  "The Sun Creates Almost All Energy On Earth" 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



7  What are the consequences of people using fossil fuels? 

(A)  production of greenhouse gases and warming of Earth 

(B)  combustion of dinosaur fossils and warming of Earth 

(C)  production of greenhouse gases and cooling of Earth 

(D)  combustion of dinosaur fossils and cooling of Earth 

8  Based on the section "Many Different Forms Of Energy," which of the following statements is true? 

(A)  Energy can be changed from one form to another. 

(B)  Heat and light are energy forms, but electricity is not. 

(C)  Energy can be created, but not destroyed. 

(D)  Batteries turn electrical energy into chemical energy. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 
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Insulators and conductors 
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Image 1. Workers climb an energy tower to remove a glass insulator on the outskirts of Mendoza, Argentina, in 2003. They will replace the 

old insulator with a new, organic one. Photo by: Daniel Garcia/AFP/Getty Images) 

Materials that conduct heat or electricity are known as conductors. Materials that do not conduct 
heat or electricity are known as insulators. Insulators and conductors have many useful functions. 

Electrical Conductors 

Materials that allow electricity to pass through them easily are called electrical conductors. 
Examples of these materials include many metals, such as iron, steel, copper and aluminum. 

Electrical objects use metal parts to conduct electricity. Examples include the copper wires inside 
electrical leads, the metal pins in plugs and the metal wire filaments in light bulbs. 

In a simple electrical circuit, copper wire is used to carry electricity. It carries the electricity from 
an energy source (such as a battery) to an electrical component (such as a lamp, motor or bell). 

Carbon is an electrical conductor, even though it is not a metal. Water also conducts electricity, 
which is why electrical objects should not be used near water. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Electrical Insulators 

Materials that do not allow electricity to pass through them are called electrical insulators. 
Examples of these materials include plastic, rubber, wood and glass. Air is also an insulator. 

Most electrical objects are made using insulators to keep them safe. Plugs, for example, have 
plastic cases. Electrical wires are wrapped in plastic, which is flexible as well as insulating. 

The copper wires used in simple electrical circuits are coated in plastic. This prevents electricity 
from flowing out of the circuit. 

Thermal Conductors 

Materials that allow heat to pass through them easily 
are called thermal conductors. Metals, such as 
aluminum, copper, steel and iron, are all good 
thermal conductors. Thermal conductors can be 
useful when it is necessary to cool things down, or 
heat them up, quickly. A metal saucepan is one 
example of a good thermal conductor. It allows heat to 
transfer quickly to the food inside it. 

Thermal Insulators 

electrical insulator 
(plastic) 

® 2013 Encycbpa dia Britannica. Inc. 

electrical conductor 
(copper wire) 

Materials that prevent heat from passing through 
them are called thermal insulators. A good thermal insulator will keep cold objects cold for a long 
time, and hot objects hot. Wood, plastic and many fabrics, such as wool and cotton, are good 
thermal insulators. Thermal insulators are good materials for keeping people warm. Clothing, 
carpets and curtains are examples of everyday thermal insulators. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Quiz 

1  Which sentence from the article is BEST illustrated by Image 2? 

(A)  Air is also an insulator. 

(B)  Plugs, for example, have plastic cases. 

(C)  Electrical wires are wrapped in plastic, which is flexible as well as insulating. 

(D)  Metals, such as aluminum, copper, steel and iron, are all good thermal conductors. 

2  Based on Image 1 and the article, what conclusion can be made? 

(A)  Rubber allows electricity to pass through it. 

(B)  Plastic allows electricity to pass through it. 

(C)  Steel does not allow electricity to pass through it. 

(D)  Glass does not allow electricity to pass through it. 

3  Which sentence from the article would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article? 

(A)  Materials that do not conduct heat or electricity are known as insulators. 

(B)  Carbon is an electrical conductor, even though it is not a metal. 

(C)  The copper wires used in simple electrical circuits are coated in plastic. 

(D)  A metal saucepan is one example of a good thermal conductor. 

4  Read the sentence from the article. 

Wood, plastic and many fabrics, such as wool and cotton, are good thermal insulators. 

How does this detail develop a central idea of the article? 

(A)  It gives examples of materials that allow heat to pass through them easily. 

(B)  It gives examples of materials that prevent heat from passing through them. 

(C)  It gives examples of materials that do not allow electricity to pass through them. 

(D)  It gives examples of materials that allow electricity to pass through them easily. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Answer Key 

1  Which sentence from the article is BEST illustrated by Image 2? 

(A)  Air is also an insulator. 

(B)  Plugs, for example, have plastic cases. 

(C)  Electrical wires are wrapped in plastic, which is flexible as well as insulating. 

(D)  Metals, such as aluminum, copper, steel and iron, are all good thermal conductors. 

2  Based on Image 1 and the article, what conclusion can be made? 

(A)  Rubber allows electricity to pass through it. 

(B)  Plastic allows electricity to pass through it. 

(C)  Steel does not allow electricity to pass through it. 

(D)  Glass does not allow electricity to pass through it. 

3  Which sentence from the article would be MOST important to include in a summary of the article? 

(A)  Materials that do not conduct heat or electricity are known as insulators. 

(B)  Carbon is an electrical conductor, even though it is not a metal. 

(C)  The copper wires used in simple electrical circuits are coated in plastic. 

(D)  A metal saucepan is one example of a good thermal conductor. 

4  Read the sentence from the article. 

Wood, plastic and many fabrics, such as wool and cotton, are good thermal insulators. 

How does this detail develop a central idea of the article? 

(A)  It gives examples of materials that allow heat to pass through them easily. 

(B)  It gives examples of materials that prevent heat from passing through them. 

(C)  It gives examples of materials that do not allow electricity to pass through them. 

(D)  It gives examples of materials that allow electricity to pass through them easily. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 
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Police might save money and pollute less using 
Ford's new hybrid police car 
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Word Count 623 
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A prototype of the Ford Fusion police hybrid car sits on 11 th Avenue in New York, New York. Ford Motor Company, which sells more police 

cars in the U.S. than any other automaker, says it will soon offer a police version of one of its hybrid cars, in response to requests from cities 

nationwide. Photo from: AP Photo/Julie Jacobson 

You may soon see new police cars zooming around in certain cities. These cars look like ordinary 
police cars. But they will be different on the inside -- and better for the planet. These police cars 
will be hybrids! 

Hybrid Cars Use Less Gas Than Regular Cars 

A hybrid car has both a gasoline motor and an electric motor. The electric motor lets hybrids use 
less gas than regular cars. This means they are less harmful to the environment. They release less 
smog into the air. 

The Ford car company sells the most police cars in the country. Cities have been asking Ford to 
make a hybrid for their police forces. That's just what the company did. The new hybrids are 
similar to a popular car called a Ford Fusion. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Many police officers already drive a Ford car called a 
Taurus. It is not a hybrid, though. The new hybrid 
police car will use much less gas. 

Not As Fast As The Ford Taurus 

There is one downside: The hybrids won't be as fast as 
the Taurus. Still, Ford said the new cars will be fast 
enough for police work. 

The hybrids will soon be tested by police officers. 
Police from Michigan and from Los Angeles, 
California have signed up to try them. This hybrid car will be the first one ever tested by police. 

Strong Enough For Police Duties, Ford Said 

Not any car can be a police car. Just being fast isn't enough. Police cars also have to be able to 
speed up quickly, make sharp turns and stop suddenly. 

Sometimes police need a burst of speed. To do that, the Ford hybrid can use both its motors at the 
same time. Ford also said the car will be strong enough for tough police duties. 

Hybrid Shines When The Car Is Sitting Still 

Police cars spend a lot of time sitting by the side of a road. Even when officers are not actually 
driving, the engine has to stay on. If the engine turns off, the radio and other police equipment 
does, too. 

That's where the hybrid really shines. When the car is sitting still, its gas engine will turn off. Its 
electric battery will power it instead. When the battery runs out, the gas engine will recharge it. All 
in all, that means the hybrid uses much less gas. 

Police departments buy a huge amount of gas. Each hybrid would save them thousands of dollars 
every year. Ford hasn't said how much each car will cost. 

Interesting To Both Big And Smaller Police Departments 

Big-city police departments might not be the only ones who want hybrids. They might sound good 
to smaller police departments, too. 

Thomas Korabik is the police chief in North 
Muskegon, Michigan. There are only io police officers 
and four police cars there. Still, they spend about 
$22,000 on gas each year. Korabik would like to 
spend less. 

Korabik wonders if the hybrid will be big enough, 
though. Police cars must carry computers, radios and 
other gear inside them. Many police departments use 
SUVs. These big truck-like cars can fit everything 
inside. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



"I'd Want To See The Car First" 

"Anytime you can save money, it is good," Korabik said. "I'd want to see the car first and see how it 
would hold up." 

Todd Soderquist is a Ford engineer. He said the hybrid police car is smaller than other police cars 
on the outside. Inside, though, it is just as big. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Quiz 

1  Read the summary below. Choose the answer that BEST fits into the blank to complete the summary. 

The Ford car company is making a hybrid car for police officers. The new hybrid police car has both a gasoline motor and an 

electric motor.  Some police are concerned that these hybrid cars won't be fast enough or big enough. 

(A)  A small town in Michigan has only four police cars and 10 police officers who drive them. 

(B)  Hybrid police cars will help police spend less money on gas and will cause less pollution. 

(C)  Some police officers like SUVs better because they are as bigger and faster than hybrids. 

(D)  The cars that police officers usually use are the Ford Taurus and the smaller Ford Fusion. 

2  What is the MAIN idea of the section "Hybrid Shines When The Car Is Sitting Still"? 

(A)  The hybrid car will not use as much gas when police cars are stopped. 

(B)  Police spend a lot of money buying gasoline each year. 

(C)  If an electric battery runs out of power, a gas motor can recharge it. 

(D)  Police officers spend most of the day sitting on the side of the road. 

3  Based on the section "Hybrid Cars Use Less Gas Than Regular Cars," which of the following statements is TRUE? 

(A)  Electric motors and gas motors are in hybrid cars. 

(B)  Electric motors are harmful to the environment. 

(C)  Electric motors can be found in Ford Taurus police cars. 

(D)  Electric motors are used by many police cars in the United States. 

4  What does Thomas Korabik think about the hybrid police cars? 

(A)  He thinks that the inside will be just as big as other police cars. 

(B)  He thinks that he has to try the car to see if it works well for police. 

(C)  He thinks that police have to carry too many items in their cars. 

(D)  He thinks that he should be able to see it before anyone else. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Answer Key 

1  Read the summary below. Choose the answer that BEST fits into the blank to complete the summary. 

The Ford car company is making a hybrid car for police officers. The new hybrid police car has both a gasoline motor and an 

electric motor.  Some police are concerned that these hybrid cars won't be fast enough or big enough. 

(A)  A small town in Michigan has only four police cars and 10 police officers who drive them. 

(B)  Hybrid police cars will help police spend less money on gas and will cause less pollution. 

(C)  Some police officers like SUVs better because they are as bigger and faster than hybrids. 

(D)  The cars that police officers usually use are the Ford Taurus and the smaller Ford Fusion. 

2  What is the MAIN idea of the section "Hybrid Shines When The Car Is Sitting Still"? 

(A)  The hybrid car will not use as much gas when police cars are stopped. 

(B)  Police spend a lot of money buying gasoline each year. 

(C)  If an electric battery runs out of power, a gas motor can recharge it. 

(D)  Police officers spend most of the day sitting on the side of the road. 

3  Based on the section "Hybrid Cars Use Less Gas Than Regular Cars," which of the following statements is TRUE? 

(A)  Electric motors and gas motors are in hybrid cars. 

(B)  Electric motors are harmful to the environment. 

(C)  Electric motors can be found in Ford Taurus police cars. 

(D)  Electric motors are used by many police cars in the United States. 

4  What does Thomas Korabik think about the hybrid police cars? 

(A)  He thinks that the inside will be just as big as other police cars. 

(B)  He thinks that he has to try the car to see if it works well for police. 

(C)  He thinks that police have to carry too many items in their cars. 

(D)  He thinks that he should be able to see it before anyone else. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 
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With a power source and a pathway, it's easy to 
create an electric circuit 
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mage 1. A simple closed circuit. Shown here is a simple electrical circuit consisting of a battery and a lamp connected by wires. The circuit is 

closed, electric current is flowing. The lamp is lit. Photo by Turtle Rock Scientific/Science Source 

Lights and other devices all get power from electric circuits. Circuits are paths that electricity can 
travel. Electricity flows when all the parts of a circuit are connected. 

Electricity is caused by tiny, charged particles. They are called electrons. When electricity flows, it 
creates electric current. Scientists have studied electricity for hundreds of years. In the early 
1800s, they learned how to create a steady flow of electricity, or electric current. They learned to 
carry that current in an electric circuit. 

Parts Of A Circuit 

A simple electric circuit is made up of three main parts. The first is a power supply. The second is 
wires for the electricity to flow through. The third is a device that uses the electric current, such as 
a lamp or a motor. The power source produces electrons that travel through the wire to the device. 
The device gets power and turns on. Electrons then travel through the wire back to the power 
source. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Smaller devices often take power from batteries. An example of this type of device is a 
flashlight. Bigger devices often get their electricity from power plants. These usually plug 
into electrical outlets on the walls or floor of a building. 

Wires carry electricity around a circuit. Usually, the wires are made of metal and covered in 
plastic. Metals are good conductors. This means that it allows electrons to flow through it easily. 
Plastic is a good insulator. An insulator is a material that does not let electrons flow through it. For 
safety, the wires are coated in plastic. Electricity can be very strong. The plastic keeps wires from 
touching other materials. This prevents electricity from leaving the circuit in ways that can harm 
humans or objects. 

Switches 

Electric circuits can have switches. These allow people 
to control the flow of the electric current through the 
circuit. The parts of a circuit need to be connected to 
allow electricity to flow. This is called a complete 
circuit. A complete circuit can power a device, such as 
a light. 

Flipping a light switch in a room creates a complete 
circuit. Pushing a button on a flashlight does, too. The 
current can then flow to a light bulb. When the switch 
is turned the other way, it creates a small break in the 
circuit's wiring. This stops the flow of the current. 

Series And Parallel Circuits 

Electric circuits can be set up in two ways. They can 
be either a series circuit or a parallel circuit. 

A series circuit is when all the circuit parts are 
connected one after another. The electric current 
flows through one part. Then it travels to the next part. Each part of the circuit gets the same 
amount of electric current. It only decreases if another part is added. This happens when another 
light bulb is added to a string of lights. A series circuit only works if each part works. If one piece 
breaks, the circuit breaks. An example of a series circuit is a string of Christmas lights. 

A parallel circuit has different pathways to each part. The electric current divides between 
pathways. Only part of it flows through any path. Each pathway can have a switch that is separate 
from other paths. An example of a parallel circuit is the lights in a house. Some or all of the lights 
may be used at the same time. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Quiz 

1  How do plastic insulators work in a circuit? 

(A)  They are the power source that produces the electrons that travel through the wire. 

(B)  They are good conductors that allow the electrons to flow quickly through the wires. 

(C)  They control the flow of electric current when they are flipped up or down. 

(D)  They stop electrons from coming out so the electricity does not hurt people or items. 

2  Complete the sentence. 

Flipping a light switch on causes   

(A)  a break in the circuit to occur 

(B)  a complete circuit to form 

(C)  a flow of a current to stop 

(D)  a current to become dangerous 

3  Read the following selection from the section "Series And Parallel Circuits." 

Each part of the circuit gets the same amount of electric current. It only decreases if another part 
is added. This happens when another light bulb is added to a string of lights. A series circuit only 
works if each part works. If one piece breaks, the circuit breaks. An example of a series circuit is 
a string of Christmas lights. 

What is the structure of this selection? 

(A)  list 

(B)  events in order 

(C)  cause and effect 

(D)  problem and solution 

4  Which selection from the article uses a list in its structure? 

(A)  Lights and other devices all get power from electric circuits. Circuits are paths that electricity can travel. 

Electricity flows when all the parts of a circuit are connected. 

(B)  Scientists have studied electricity for hundreds of years. In the early 1800s, they learned how to create 

a steady flow of electricity, or electric current. They learned to carry that current in an electric circuit. 

(C)  A simple electric circuit is made up of three main parts. The first is a power supply. The second is wires 

for the electricity to flow through. The third is a device that uses the electric current, such as a lamp or a 

motor. 

(D)  A parallel circuit has different pathways to each part. The electric current divides between pathways. 

Only part of it flows through any path. Each pathway can have a switch that is separate from other 

paths. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Answer Key 

1  How do plastic insulators work in a circuit? 

(A)  They are the power source that produces the electrons that travel through the wire. 

(B)  They are good conductors that allow the electrons to flow quickly through the wires. 

(C)  They control the flow of electric current when they are flipped up or down. 

(D)  They stop electrons from coming out so the electricity does not hurt people or items. 

2  Complete the sentence. 

Flipping a light switch on causes   

(A)  a break in the circuit to occur 

(B)  a complete circuit to form 

(C)  a flow of a current to stop 

(D)  a current to become dangerous 

3  Read the following selection from the section "Series And Parallel Circuits." 

Each part of the circuit gets the same amount of electric current. It only decreases if another part 
is added. This happens when another light bulb is added to a string of lights. A series circuit only 
works if each part works. If one piece breaks, the circuit breaks. An example of a series circuit is 
a string of Christmas lights. 

What is the structure of this selection? 

(A)  list 

(B)  events in order 

(C)  cause and effect 

(D)  problem and solution 

4  Which selection from the article uses a list in its structure? 

(A)  Lights and other devices all get power from electric circuits. Circuits are paths that electricity can travel. 

Electricity flows when all the parts of a circuit are connected. 

(B)  Scientists have studied electricity for hundreds of years. In the early 1800s, they learned how to create 

a steady flow of electricity, or electric current. They learned to carry that current in an electric circuit. 

(C)  A simple electric circuit is made up of three main parts. The first is a power supply. The second 

is wires for the electricity to flow through. The third is a device that uses the electric current, 

such as a lamp or a motor. 

(D)  A parallel circuit has different pathways to each part. The electric current divides between pathways. 

Only part of it flows through any path. Each pathway can have a switch that is separate from other 

paths. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 
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Image 1. In this lemon battery experiment, copper (orange) and zinc (silver) electrodes have been inserted into a lemon and connected to 

wires to produce electricity. The voltmeter (top) is showing the voltage generated. Photo: SPL/Science Source 

We use batteries every day. Phones, toys, laptops and other devices use batteries. 

Alessandro Volta invented the first battery in 1800. Scientists have worked to improve battery 
designs ever since. It might surprise you that you can easily make one out of household materials. 
Try this activity. It might just charge your imagination! 

Background 

Batteries are containers. They store chemical energy. This is energy that is stored in the bonds of 
chemical compounds. It is released during a chemical reaction. Chemical energy can be made into 
electrical energy. This is what we call electricity. 

Batteries depend on an electrochemical reaction to do this. This reaction involves two pieces of 
metal. They are called electrodes. It also involves a liquid or paste. This is called an electrolyte. 

The electrolyte interacts with the electrodes in a battery. A chemical reaction happens in the 
solution. Electrons pass from one electrode to another. This usually happens through a wire. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



The electrodes have to be two different materials. Each metal reacts differently than the other with 
the electrolyte. This difference generates electricity. 

Now you know the basics of a battery. Let's examine some household materials. Aluminum foil is a 
good conductor. Electricity flows easily through it. The human body also conducts electricity, but 
not as well as aluminum foil. Electrodes are as common as copper pennies. Electrolytes are found 
all over the kitchen. Lemon juice is just one example. 

Materials: 

At least two pennies 

Water 

A few drops of dishwashing soap 

Paper towels 

Aluminum foil (size: 9 centimeters by 6o centimeters) 

Scissors 

Ruler 

Lemons 

Plate 

Knife (and an adult to help use it) 

Plastic-coated paper clips 

Preparation 

1. Wash your pennies in soapy water. Rinse and dry them with a paper towel. This will remove any 
dirt. 

2. Carefully cut three aluminum rectangles. Each piece should be 3 centimeters by 20 
centimeters. Fold each piece into thirds. You need three aluminum strips. Each is 1 cm by 20 cm. 

This battery makes a small amount of electricity. It is safe. You can test it with your finger. High 
voltages of electricity are not safe. They can even be deadly. Never experiment with store-bought 
batteries. Do not experiment with wall outlets. You could get hurt. 

Procedure 

1. Place the lemon on its side on a plate. Carefully make a small cut near the middle of the lemon. 
It should be away from either end. Make the cut about 2 cm long. It should be about 1 cm deep. 

2. Make a second, similar cut about 1 cm away. It should be parallel to the first cut. 

3. Push a penny in the first cut. Half of it should be above the lemon skin. Part of the penny should 
touch the lemon juice. This copper penny serves as your first electrode. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



4. Slide one of the aluminum strips in the second cut. The aluminum should touch the lemon 
juice. 

You have just made a battery! It has two electrodes made of different metals. It has an electrolyte 
separating them. 

Do you think this battery is generating electricity? Or is there still something missing? 

5. Your battery can generate electricity. But it will not do so yet. The electrodes must connect with 
something that conducts electricity. Make a connection by attaching the second aluminum strip to 
the penny. Use a plastic-coated paper clip. Make sure the aluminum touches the penny. This will 
allow electricity to pass between the copper and aluminum. 

6. Electricity happens when the two aluminum strips touch one another. It will flow through the 
strips. You cannot see the electricity flowing. You can try to feel it. Keep the two strips about 1 cm 
apart. Touch your fingertip to them. 

Can you feel a tingling? 

It is created by a small amount of electricity. It runs from one aluminum strip to the other through 
your body. 

7. Build a second battery. You can use the same lemon. Just choose a different spot. Or use a 
second lemon to build a second battery. Connect the aluminum strip to the first aluminum 
electrode. It is the one in the lemon. Use a plastic-coated paper clip. Add the free end to the second 
copper electrode. This connects the first battery's aluminum electrode to the second battery's 
copper electrode. 

8. Test the connected batteries. Touch the free ends with your finger. 

Can you feel electricity running? Is it any different from the first test? 

If you cannot feel the tingling sensation, check if each electrode is inserted deeply enough. They 
need to be in contact with lemon juice. Make sure there is firm contact between the penny and the 
aluminum strip. Make sure that the aluminum strips are not touching one another. Ask test 
another person. See if he or she can feel the electricity. Maybe you need slightly more electricity. 
You can add one more lemon battery to your set. 

Observations And Results 

Did you feel the tingling in your fingertip? 

You made a battery! It has a copper and an aluminum electrode. Lemon juice separates them. It is 
the electrolyte. The battery can generate electricity. This happens when the electricity has a path to 
flow from one electrode to the other. You created this path using strips of aluminum. 

You connected your battery to your fingertip. You allowed the electricity it generates to run 
through your body. It can create a tingling feeling. 

In this activity, you made a very low-voltage homemade battery. 

Remember to never experiment with other kinds of batteries. This can be unsafe! 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Quiz 

1  Read the following paragraph from section "Background." 

Batteries are containers. They store chemical energy. This is energy that is stored in the bonds of 
chemical compounds. It is released during a chemical reaction. Chemical energy can be made 
into electrical energy. This is what we call electricity. 

What is the main idea of this paragraph? 

(A)  Batteries are containers of chemical energy. 

(B)  Batteries store and release chemical energy that is used as electricity. 

(C)  Batteries store energy and release it into chemicals. 

(D)  Batteries use electrical energy to store chemical compounds. 

2  Finish the sentence below. 

One main idea of the article is that   

(A)  a basic battery can be built from household items 

(B)  electricity can make your fingers tingle 

(C)  lemons can be converted into powerful batteries 

(D)  the human body can conduct electricity 

3  Why do electrodes in batteries need to be different metals? 

(A)  Electrodes have to connect to some sort of liquid or paste. 

(B)  Electrolytes must connect with something that conducts electricity. 

(C)  Electrolytes react to each metal differently and that generates electricity. 

(D)  The metals that can be used are similar to many household items. 

4  According to the section "Background," why does electricity flow easily through aluminum foil? 

(A)  Aluminum foil is a good conductor. 

(B)  Aluminum foil is a household material. 

(C)  Aluminum foil generates electricity. 

(D)  Aluminum foil is an electrolyte. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Answer Key 

1  Read the following paragraph from section "Background." 

Batteries are containers. They store chemical energy. This is energy that is stored in the bonds of 
chemical compounds. It is released during a chemical reaction. Chemical energy can be made 
into electrical energy. This is what we call electricity. 

What is the main idea of this paragraph? 

(A)  Batteries are containers of chemical energy. 

(B)  Batteries store and release chemical energy that is used as electricity. 

(C)  Batteries store energy and release it into chemicals. 

(D)  Batteries use electrical energy to store chemical compounds. 

2  Finish the sentence below. 

One main idea of the article is that   

(A)  a basic battery can be built from household items 

(B)  electricity can make your fingers tingle 

(C)  lemons can be converted into powerful batteries 

(D)  the human body can conduct electricity 

3  Why do electrodes in batteries need to be different metals? 

(A)  Electrodes have to connect to some sort of liquid or paste. 

(B)  Electrolytes must connect with something that conducts electricity. 

(C)  Electrolytes react to each metal differently and that generates electricity. 

(D)  The metals that can be used are similar to many household items. 

4  According to the section "Background," why does electricity flow easily through aluminum foil? 

(A)  Aluminum foil is a good conductor. 

(B)  Aluminum foil is a household material. 

(C)  Aluminum foil generates electricity. 

(D)  Aluminum foil is an electrolyte. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Energy: Forms & Transformations 

Forms of Energy 

Energy is the ability to do work. Energy comes in many 

different forms, including: 

- mechanical energy 

- thermal energy 

- electrical energy 

- heat energy 

- light energy 

- sound energy 

Mechanical Energy 

Mechanical energy is the energy that an object has due to its motion 

or its position. Mechanical energy is present in things such as: 

• a moving car 

• a book on a desk 

• a ball that is thrown 



Thermal Energy 
Thermal energy is the energy of an object due to the random motion 

of its particles. The faster the particles move, the greater the thermal 

energy, and the greater the temperature. 

Temperature can be used as an indicator of the amount of thermal 

energy that an object possesses, but it is not the same as thermal 

energy. 

Electrical Energy 
Electrical energy comes from the movement of charged particles, 

such as electrons. This kind of energy is also referred to as electricity. 

Electricity travels through conducting materials, such as wires. 

Electrical energy is very important because machines can change 

electricity into many other forms of energy. Electrical energy can be 

converted into heat, light, sound, or mechanical energy. For example, 

electrical energy can be changed into: 

• light energy when electrical energy causes the metal wire in a light 

bulb to glow 

• sound energy when electrical energy causes speakers in a radio to 

vibrate 



Heat Energy 
Heat energy is thermal energy that is transferred from warmer objects 

to colder objects. Heat energy can be produced from matter that 

undergoes a chemical change or from another form of energy. 

Examples of heat energy include: 

• when wood or other fuels are burned to produce heat 

• when electric energy is converted to heat in appliances, such as hair 

dryers or toasters 

Light Energy 

Light energy, which is also called radiant energy, is energy that 

travels in electromagnetic waves. Light energy does not need a 



medium through which to travel. Some of these waves can be sensed 

by the eyes. Light energy produced by the Sun is called solar energy. 

Light energy can be changed from (and to) other energy types, such 

as when: 

• electrical energy causes a light bulb to light up 

• light energy is absorbed by plants and transformed into chemical 

energy (food) 

Sound Energy 
Sound energy is the energy of sound waves as they travel. Sound is 

created by the vibration of an object. Sound energy can be produced 

by other forms of energy, such as: 

• mechanical energy (energy of motion), when drums are played 

• electrical energy, when a radio is turned on 



The speed of a sound wave depends on what the wave is traveling 

through. Sound travels more quickly through a solid than through a 

liquid or through air. Sound waves cannot travel through a vacuum 

such as outer space because there is nothing there for the waves to 

travel through. 

Stored Energy 

Stored energy in an object or substance can be 

transformed into another kind of energy. 

Energy stored in an object or substance can be used to do work. 

Some stored energy is due to an object's position. For example, a 

roller coaster sitting at the top of a hill has stored energy because of 

its height above the ground. Another type of stored energy is found 

within chemical substances, and when those substances go through 

chemical changes, the stored energy in them can be released. 



Energy Stored in Springs & Rubber 
Bands 
Some stored energy in an object can come from stretching the object. 

This is an example of stored energy that comes from an object's 

position. 

For example, when a spring is stretched, work is done to change the 

shape of the spring, causing the amount of stored energy in the 

spring to increase. When the spring is released, the stored energy is 

converted to energy of movement as the spring snaps back into its 

original shape. Rubber bands, like springs, gain stored energy when 

stretched. 

Energy Stored in Food & Fuel 
Energy stored in the chemical substances that make up food, fuel, 

and batteries can be released to create useful motion, light, and heat. 

A flashlight uses energy stored in batteries to make the bulb light up. 

A car engine uses energy stored in gasoline to make the car move. 

The human body uses energy stored in food to grow, move, repair 

itself, and maintain a constant body temperature. 



I 

A person can use the energy stored in this sandwich and fruit for performing 

processes necessary for life. 

Power plants produce electrical energy that then travels to the wires 

and the electrical systems of buildings. This energy can be used to 

power lights, heaters, appliances, and other electric devices. When 

electric energy is used to power a device, the electric energy is 

transformed into another kind of energy, such as heat, light, or sound. 
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Energy: Forms & Transformations 
Question 1 . 

Which type of energy is the result when a drum is hit with a drumstick? 

A.  light energy 

B.  sound energy 

C.  electrical energy 

D.  all of these 

Question 2. 

The human body needs energy in order to carry out life processes such as breathing. Where does the 
body get this energy? 

A.  from lying in the sun 

B.  from learning about new things 

C.  from eating food 

D.  from sleeping 

Question 3. 

Which of the following involves electrical energy being transformed into heat energy? 

A.  a heavy box being lifted off of a table 

B.  a toaster being plugged in and turned on 

C.  a wax candle burning 

D.  firecrackers exploding in the sky 
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Question 4 . 

Tina is studying how energy can flow and be transferred from one part of a system to another. She sets 
up an electrical circuit and connects a light bulb to it. 

,'A  
t  

How can Tina tell that electrical energy is flowing through a light bulb? 

A.  She can feel radiant heat coming from the light bulb. 

B.  She can hear the light bulb making music energy. 

C.  She can see parts of the light bulb turning. 

D.  She can read the words printed on the light bulb. 

Question 5. 

A trapeze artist swings through the air.   

I 

As he swings, what type of energy does he have, which he would not have if he were standing still? 

A.  light energy 

B.  electrical energy 

C.  the energy of motion 

D.  sound energy 
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Question 6 . 

Electrical energy can produce many other types of energy. 

When electricity runs through a light bulb, what other type of energy is produced? 

A.  light energy 

B.  chemical energy 

C.  mechanical energy 

D.  sound energy 

Question 7. 

Natural gas is a fuel. How does a gas stove use the energy in natural gas to cook food? 

A.  It stores energy as motion. 

B.  It changes stored energy into heat. 

C.  It stores energy in a battery. 

D.  It changes the stored energy into motion. 

Question 8. 

Which type of energy travels from the Sun to the Earth and makes the sky appear bright during the 
day? 

A.  sound energy 

B.  light energy 

C.  electrical energy 

D.  mechanical energy 
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Question 9 . 

What type of energy transfer happens when you turn on a light bulb? 

A.  Electrical energy is transformed into heat and mechanical energy. 

B.  Electrical energy is transformed into light energy. 

C.  Mechanical energy is converted into kinetic energy. 

D.  Potential energy is converted into kinetic energy. 

Question 10. 

Monica uses a hair dryer when she is getting ready to go to work every morning. 

The hair dryer increases the rate at which Monica's hair dries by blowing air and 
producing  energy. 

A.  sound 

B.  heat 

C.  chemical 

D.  light 
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Answers 

1. B 

2. C 

3. B 

4. A 

5. C 

6. A 

7. B 

8. B 

9. B 

10. B 
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Explanations 

1. When a drum is hit with a drumstick, tiny vibrations are created, which result in sound energy. 

The tiny vibrations from the drum travel through the air, and we sense this as sound with our ears. 

2. The body gets energy for performing its life processes from eating food. 

As energy moves through a system, it can change from one form to another. Energy contained in food can be changed into oth 
as heat and energy of motion. 

3. Electricity is often used to produce heat in machines such as electric heaters, electric stovetops, toasters, and electric ovens. In 
toaster, electricity flows through special wires and makes them very hot. So, an example of electrical energy being transforme 
energy is a toaster being plugged in and turned on. 

4. Energy can be transferred from one form to another. For example, electrical energy can be transferred into heat, light or sound 

One way Tina can tell that electrical energy is flowing through the light bulb is that she can feel radiant heat coming from t] 
She can also tell that electrical energy is flowing if she sees that the bulb is giving off light. 

5. Anytime something is moving, it has energy of motion. This type of energy is also known as kinetic energy. Any object, inch 
can have kinetic energy. 

6. Light bulbs produce light energy when electricity runs through them. However, light bulbs also produce an equal amount of b 
This energy is "wasted" because heat is not a useful form of energy in most systems. 

7. Natural gas is a fuel that has stored energy. A stove needs heat energy to cook food. 

A natural gas stove burns the natural gas to make heat that cooks the food. So, the stove changes stored energy into heat. 

8. Light energy travels from the Sun to the Earth. This energy is powerful enough to light the skies during the day. 

9. This picture shows that when you turn the switch on, the light bulb will turn on. Because this circuit contains a battery and a li 
can tell that electrical energy is involved. You can tell that the electrical energy is changed into light energy because light will 
the light bulb. 

10. Hair dryers blow air on damp hair to increase the rate at which the water evaporates from the hair. Usually the air is warm bee 
increases the evaporation even more. 

Hair dryers usually use electrical energy to blow air and produce heat. They get electrical energy from being plugged into an f 
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Structure & Function 

Structure & Function in Animals 

To survive, animals need to move, to breathe, to protect themselves, to keep 

warm, and to take in food and water. Different animals have different 

structures that help them do these things. 

Animals have special structures that help them meet their basic needs. The animals must 

have these different structures because they live in different environments, use different 

things for food, and must protect themselves from different predators. 

For example, animals may have to survive in environments that are very cold, very hot, or 

very dry. They may need to catch fish, insects, or larger animals for food. They may need to 

hide from predatory birds. 

The video below shows several different animals and some of the special structures, such as 

large eyes, that the different animals use to meet their basic needs and survive. 

0:00 / 0:53 

Clip provided by Education Clip Library with permission from ITN Source 

Some of the important animal structures and their functions are talked about more below. 

Structures Used for Movement 
Animals must move to find food, water, and space. They also must get away from other 

animals that try to hurt them. Some animals, like rats and people, have legs with feet and 



toes. Birds and butterflies have legs and feet, but they mostly move from place to place by 

using their wings for flight. Fish don't have legs. They move using fins. 
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Many animals use legs and feet to move. Birds and some insects use wings to fly. Fish 

use fins to swim. 

Some animals have other structures, such as claws, on their feet which help with movement 

and also protection. These claws can help the animals move by climbing. Bats have thumbs 

with claws that they use for climbing and holding onto things. Webbed feet, such as those on 

ducks, can help animals move by swimming. 

Structures Used for Breathing 
Humans and many other animals, like dogs, use their mouths to take air into lungs they use 

for breathing. Other animals—like tadpoles, fish, and sharks—have long, thin slits with organs 

called gills that help them get air out of the water they live in. Many insects take air in through 

tiny tubes in their bodies. 

Dogs use lungs to breathe. Fish have gills near their side fins. Insects take in air through 

tiny tubes. 

Structures Used for Support 
Many animals have organs inside their bodies. These organs are soft and fragile. Since they 

are soft, they do not give the animals any structural support. Since they are fragile, they need 

to be protected. Many animals have skeletons to give their bodies support and to protect their 

organs. Some animals, such as humans, lizards, and squirrels, have boney skeletons inside 

their bodies. Some animals, like sharks, have skeletons inside their bodies, but the skeletons 

are not made of bone. Instead, they are made of a material called cartilage. Cartilage is firm, 

but not as hard as bone. 

Other animals have hard outer coverings, called exoskeletons. Insects and crabs are 

examples of animals that have exoskeletons. 
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Humans have boney inner skeletons. Crabs have hard outer skeletons. Sharks have flexible 

inner skeletons made of cartilage. 

Structures Used for Protection 
Porcupines have long, sharp quills that can stick in the skin of animals that try to hurt them. 

Turtles have hard shells that they can pull their soft bodies into. Rabbits have large ears that 

they use to hear predators when they come near. Some insects have hard shells that cover 

their fragile wings. Skunks have scent glands that allow the animals to give off an unpleasant 

odor when frightened. 

Some fish, reptiles, and other animals have skin, fur, or scales that match the animals' 

surroundings. This helps the animal to stay safe by hiding from others. Cats can get away 

from other animals by using their claws to climb trees. 

Porcupine quills can stick other animals. Turtle shells give turtles a safe place to hide. This 

hare has white fur, which makes it hard to see in the snow. 

Structures Used for Taking in Information 
Animals have structures for taking in information about their surroundings. Eyes, ears, noses, 

mouths, and skin are called sense organs. These organs gather information about the outside 

world. The information is sent to the brain through the nervous system, and the brain tells the 

body what to do in response. 

The sense organs of different animals can look different. Eyes can be located on the front of 

the head or on the sides. Sense organs used for hearing can look very different on different 

animals. They may be short and upright, like they are on a dog. They can be flat against the 

head, as they are on a frog. They may even be very large, like on an elephant. 
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Ears and other sense organs come in many different shapes and sizes. 

Structures Used for Keeping Warm 

Some animals, like seals, keep warm even in cold water, because they have thick layers of fat 

under their skin. Water birds, like penguins, use fat and layers of fine feathers to keep the 

cold out. Fur can also help keep an animal from getting too cold. 

Seals have thick layers of fat that keep them warm. Penguins use feathers to stay warm. 

Polar bears have thick fur coats. 

Structures Used for Taking in Food & Water 
Animals need to take in food and water. Almost all animals have mouths of some kind, but 

their mouths can have different shapes, and the animals can also have other structures that 

they use to catch food or pick it up. 

Birds have beaks that they use to pick up food or to suck liquid food from flowers. Hunting 

birds, like eagles, also have sharp claws called talons to catch and pick up food. Elephants 

have mouths, but they use their trunks to pick their food up. Monkeys, humans, and many 

other kinds of animals have mouths with lips and teeth. 

Birds use their beaks to take in food. Elephants use their trunks to put food into their 

mouths. Primates have mouths with teeth and lips. 



In addition to taking in food and water, animals have structures for getting these nutrients to 

all parts of their bodies. The blood vessels of the circulatory system carry particles of food 

and air from the lungs and stomach to the whole body. 

Some animals have special structures for storing food and water until they need them at a 

later time. The camel hump is an example of this kind of structure. 

Structures Used for Attracting Mates & Reproducing 

Within a species, the male and female are quite often different from each other. Some of 

these differences are related to finding mates. For example, the peacock, shown below, has 

brightly colored feathers that attract females, called peahens. 

Sometimes, scales or other structures that allow an animal to change colors, can be used for 

attracting mates. For example, lizards, like chameleons and agamas, may use their ability to 

change color for this reason, as well as to hide from predators. 

Differences between males and females can be related to protecting and raising young. For 

example, female kangaroos and koalas have pouches on their bellies. Kangaroos and koala 

babies live in these pouches until they are old enough to survive on their own. 

Some lizards can change color to attract mates. Male peacocks have bright feathers that 

attract mates. Baby kangaroos, called joeys, live in pouches on their mothers' stomachs. 

While mating and reproduction are not necessary for the survival of a particular organism, 

they are necessary for the survival of that species (kind) of organism. 

Structure and Function in Plants 

Plants must perform certain functions in order to grow and survive. Plants 

have specialized structures that help them to perform these functions. 



Some of the main structures of plants are the roots, stems, leaves, and flowers. The list 

describes the function of these structures and others. 

• Roots—Roots anchor the plant in the soil, take in water from the soil, and take in nutrients 

from the soil. 

• Leaves—Leaves are where photosynthesis mainly takes place. Leaves take in carbon dioxide 

from the air and absorb sunlight energy. Both of these things are needed in order for the plant 

to make food through photosynthesis. Leaves exchange gases with the atmosphere through 

holes called stoma. 

• Stems—Stems provide structure for the plant and allow water and nutrients to travel 

throughout the plant. The stems of some plants can also help the plant to reproduce. If the 

stem is planted in the ground correctly, a new plant will grow. 

• Flowers—Flowers allow the plant to reproduce. They produce pollen and also the eggs that 

the pollen will fertilize. Once a flower is pollinated, the flowers can produce seeds and fruit. The 

petals are the parts of the flower that attract pollinators, such as insects. Petals are usually 

brightly colored. 

• Seeds—Seeds of a plant can grow into new plants once they get into the soil. This allows the 

plant to reproduce. Some seeds have special structures to help them get to a new piece of 

ground. Dandelion seeds have light hairs that catch the wind to blow them away. Burrs have 

sharp spines that get caught in animals' fur, carrying the seeds away. 



• Fruit—The fruit of a plant forms around the seeds. Fruit can have several purposes, including 

protecting the seeds, providing nutrients for the seeds, or tempting animals into eating the 

seeds so the seeds can be carried far away. This helps spread the growth of the particular 

plant species. 

• Bark—Trees have bark. Bark is a hard cover that protects the trunk of a tree from animals and 

from damage that may be caused by natural forces such as the wind. 

• Protective Structures—Some plants have other special structures that protect them from 

damage that could be caused by animals. For example, cacti have long, sharp structures called 

spines. Roses have sharp, pointy thorns. Spines and thorns help to keep animals from eating 

the plants. 

Watch the video below to see examples of special structures plants have to help them survive 

in different environments. 

Clip provided by Education Clip Library with permission from ITN Source 
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Structure & Function 
Question 1 . 

Human eyes are found on the same side of the head, facing forward. In some birds and other 
organisms, the eyes are found on opposite sides of the head. 

Human  Bird (puffin) 

Question 2 . 

4 

low-

i 

Eye 

The eyes of humans and birds 

A.  both help the organisms taste food. 

B.  help the human to see and the bird to hear. 

C.  function exactly alike in all other ways. 

D.  both allow the organisms to see. 

Which part of this plant is most important for reproduction? 

A.  leaves 

B.  stem 

C.  roots 

D.  flower 

flower 

stem 

leaves 

roots 
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Question 3 . 

A chameleon is a kind of lizard. It has special structures in its skin that allows the chameleon to change 
colors for several reasons, including communication with other chameleons. 

Question 4. 

Question 5. 

6̂q�.. 

What purpose do the special skin structures have for the chameleon? 

A.  they make other chameleons aware of its mood 

B.  they attract other chameleons for mating 

C.  they scare other chameleons 

D.  all of these 

Skunks have scent glands that allow the animals to give off an unpleasant odor when they are 
frightened or uncomfortable. 

What function do the scent glands have? 

A.  They protect skunks against predators. 

B.  They act as a propulsion system to propel the skunk away from predators. 

C.  They kill insects and small animals for the skunks to eat. 

D.  They attract other skunks to mate with. 

Greg presented the report below to his class on how the stonecat catfish meets its basic needs. 

The stonecat lives in streams, rivers, and near lakeshores. Since it is a fish, it uses its gills to collect 
oxygen from the water. It has a round mouth. It has spines in some of its fins that can release 
venom. It uses these spines to protect itself from predators. It has a strong flat body and tail that is 
uses to control how it moves in fast running water. 

Which basic need of the stonecat was not connected to its structure in Greg's report? 

A.  air 

B.  movement 

C.  protection 

D.  food 
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Question 6 . 

Look at the two organisms shown below. 

Question 7 . 

Guppy  Butterfly 

The arrows are pointing at structures that help these organisms 

A.  remove wastes 

B.  move 

C.  chew 

D.  see 

The circle on the frog's head in the image below is made to vibrate by sound waves in the frog's 
environment. 

This part of a frog is most like a human's 

A.  eye 

B.  ear 

C.  cheek 

D.  nose 
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Question 8 . 

Which part of this plant helps transport water and nutrients? 

A.  leaf 

B.  roots 

C.  stem 

D.  flower 

Question 9 . 

Fish are able to swim well in water. 

Which of the following body systems is directly involved with the movement of swimming? 

A.  muscular system 

B.  circulatory system 

C.  respiratory system 

D.  digestive system 

Question 10 . 

Plants cannot survive without water. What part of a plant takes in water? 

A.  roots 

B.  stem 

C.  leaves 

D.  flowers 
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Answers 

1. D 

2. D 

3. D 

4. A 

5. D 

6. B 

7. B 

8. C 

9. A 

10. A 
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Explanations 

1. The eyes of humans and birds are generally found in different locations on the head, but they both allow the organisms to see. Many 
organisms have structures that do not appear exactly the same, but have the same function. 

2. The flower is the structure of the plant where reproduction takes place. 

3. Chameleons can change colors for many different reasons, including communication with other chameleons. The structures that allow a 
chameleon's skin to change colors can 

• attract other chameleons for mating 
• intimidate other chameleons 
• make other chameleons aware of its mood 

4. When skunks are scared, their scent glands give off a very bad odor. This odor protects skunks from harm because their predators don't want 
to go near the bad odor. This is an adaptation so that skunks can survive. 

5. Greg explained how the stonecat moves, breathes, and protects itself from predators, but he did not explain how the stonecat gets its food. 

Stonecats mostly eat the larvae of certain insects. Older, larger stonecats may also eat crayfish and fish eggs. 

6. Plants and animals have structures that serve different functions in growth, survival and reproduction. 

The arrows are pointing to the fins of the guppy and the wings of the butterfly. Although fish fins look different from butterfly wings, these 
two structures have similar functions. These structures are used to help the organisms move. 

7. Frogs hear with eardrums found on the outsides of their heads. These eardrums are circle-shaped and found just behind the frog's eyes. They 
work very much like a human's ear and are even in about the same place—on the side of the head. 

8. A plant is a system, which is made up of smaller parts. All of the parts of a plant must work together for the plant to survive. The roots 
collect water and nutrients from the soil, but the stem is necessary to transport them to the rest of the plant. The stem also transports food 
made in the leaves to the rest of the plant. 

9. The muscular system is directly related to the movement involved with swimming. The skeletal system is involved in the movement as well, 
but it was not an answer choice. 

10. All plants need water to survive and grow. The main function of a plant's roots is to take in the water that the plant needs. Roots also take in 
the nutrients that the plant needs. 

Copyright © 2020 Edmentum - All rights reserved. 
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The plant life cycle 
By ThoughtCo.com, adapted by Newsela staff on 02.11.20 

Word Count 496 

Level 680L 

Sunflower, Helianthus annuus, with a seedling in a ceramic pot. A seedling is a small, young plant. It grows out of the ground and toward the 

sunlight. Photo: Martin Shields/Science Source 

Plants grow in a cycle. The life cycle is all the stages the plant goes through from the beginning of 
its life until the end. The cycle continues when new plants can begin to grow. 

Seeds 

The life cycle of flowering plants begins with a seed. The outside of a seed is a shell. Inside is 
everything needed to start a new plant. There is an embryo, which becomes the new plant. There is 
also an endosperm, which provides the nutrients for the embryo. 

Seeds spread to different places in many ways. The wind blows seeds away, or they float away on 
water. Birds, bees and other insects carry seeds. Or animals eat seeds and drop them as waste 
elsewhere. The next phase begins when seeds reach a place where they start growing. 

Germination 

Seeds need four things to start growing: oxygen, water, sunlight and the right temperature. The 
seed will begin to sprout when they have enough of these things. This stage is called germination. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



First, the roots push through the seed coating. Then, they grow into the soil around them. 

Seedlings 

A small, young plant called a seedling grows during germination. It grows out of the ground 
and toward the sunlight because it needs the sun's energy. The chlorophyll that makes leaves green 
traps that energy. Then, the plant makes food from water and carbon dioxide. This process is 
called photosynthesis, and it gives plants the energy to grow. 

Adult Plant 

Seedlings grow into adult plants that have leaves, roots, and a stem. The roots take in nutrients 
and water from the soil. The stem supports the entire plant. It also carries nutrients from the roots 
to the rest of the plant. 

The flower is the part of a plant that helps continue the life cycle. Flowers make seeds before they 
spread to grow in their own. The stamen and the pistil are the parts needed to form a seed. 

The stamen are long stalks that hold pollen. It is a yellow powder that holds half of the genes 
needed to create a new plant. The genes from the parent plant control what characteristics a new 
plant has. 

The pistil is usually surrounded by the stamen. The stigma is the top part of the pistil that collects 
pollen. Ovules are stored inside the pistil. These become the seeds that grow into new plants. 

Pollination 

Pollination happens when pollen goes into the stigma. Often, insects transport the pollen from one 
flower to another. 

The bright petals on flowers attract bees and butterflies. Insects eat a sweet liquid called nectar 
from the flowers. They pick up pollen on their legs and body as they crawl around. The insects 
carry the pollen to other plants. 

Pollen has half of the genes a new plant needs. The ovule has the other half. Fertilization is when 
pollen and the ovule combine. These become seeds, which can grow into a new plant. The cycle 
continues. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Quiz 

1  How does the information in the section "Pollination" support the main idea of the article? 

(A)  by highlighting how insects know the difference between nectar and pollen 

(B)  by providing an example of an insect flying to a plant to pollinate it 

(C)  by explaining how pollination is similar to germination 

(D)  by describing the last stage of the plant life cycle before it starts over 

2  What is the main idea of the article? 

(A)  There are many important parts of an adult plant that allow pollination to happen. 

(B)  Plants go through a life cycle that continues when new plants begin to grow. 

(C)  All living things go through a life cycle. 

(D)  Germination is when a seed begins to sprout. 

3  How do seeds spread to different places? 

(A)  They reach places where they start growing. 

(B)  They depend on humans to spread them across an area. 

(C)  They rely on wind, water and animals to carry them. 

(D)  They use the sunlight to begin to sprout. 

4  Which stage of the plant life cycle is caused by insects? 

(A)  germination 

(B)  seedlings 

(C)  adult plant 

(D)  pollination 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Answer Key 

1  How does the information in the section "Pollination" support the main idea of the article? 

(A)  by highlighting how insects know the difference between nectar and pollen 

(B)  by providing an example of an insect flying to a plant to pollinate it 

(C)  by explaining how pollination is similar to germination 

(D)  by describing the last stage of the plant life cycle before it starts over 

2  What is the main idea of the article? 

(A)  There are many important parts of an adult plant that allow pollination to happen. 

(B)  Plants go through a life cycle that continues when new plants begin to grow. 

(C)  All living things go through a life cycle. 

(D)  Germination is when a seed begins to sprout. 

3  How do seeds spread to different places? 

(A)  They reach places where they start growing. 

(B)  They depend on humans to spread them across an area. 

(C)  They rely on wind, water and animals to carry them. 

(D)  They use the sunlight to begin to sprout. 

4  Which stage of the plant life cycle is caused by insects? 

(A)  germination 

(B)  seedlings 

(C)  adult plant 

(D)  pollination 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 
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Image 1. A gray whale calf sits on top of its mother's back. They are seen here in the San Ignacio Lagoon, in Baja California South, Mexico. 

Gray whale mothers migrate thousands of miles every year from the Arctic to give birth in warm waters. Photo by: Francois Gohier/UIG via 

Getty Images 

An adaptation is a type of mutation. It results from a change in an organism's genes. Genes can be 
thought of as instructions that are passed down from parent to child. They shape how living things 
look and behave. An adaptation helps an organism, such as a plant or animal, survive in its 
environment. The mutation is passed on from one generation to the next. Over time, it becomes 
part of the species. 

Structural And Behavioral Adaptations 

Some adaptations are structural. That means they are a physical part of the organism. Other 
adaptations are behavioral, affecting the way a living thing acts. 

An example of a structural adaptation is the way some plants have adapted to the desert. Deserts 
are dry, hot places. Plants called succulents have found a way to survive there. They do it by 
storing water in their thick stems and leaves. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Animal migration is an example of a behavioral adaptation. Gray whales migrate thousands of 
miles every year. They swim from the cold Arctic Ocean to the warm waters off the coast of 
Mexico. Gray whale calves are born in the warm water. Later, they travel to the nutrient-rich 
waters of the Arctic. 

Some adaptations are called exaptations. An exaptation is an adaptation developed for one 
purpose but used for another. For example, feathers were probably adaptations for keeping 
animals warm. Later, animals found a way to use them to fly. 

Habitat 

Adaptations are often a response to a change in the environment. 

The English peppered moth is a famous example. Before the 1800s, most peppered moths were 
light with darker spots. A few displayed a mutation of being gray or black. However, these dark 
moths were rare. 

Over time, the rise of factories changed the 
environment. The darker moths became less rare. In 
fact, they began to thrive in the smoky cities. Their 
sooty color blended in with the trees stained by 
pollution. Birds could not see the dark moths, so they 
ate the light moths instead. 

Speciation 

Sometimes, an organism develops an adaptation that 
creates an entirely new species. This is known 
as speciation. 

One way this can happen is through physical isolation. 

A good example is the wide range of marsupials in Oceania. This area includes Australia and New 
Zealand. Long ago, Oceania was part of Asia. Before it broke away, marsupials arrived. Marsupials 
are mammals that carry their young in pouches. They are now the main type of mammal in 
Oceania. 

Koalas are one of the most famous marsupials. They adapted to feed on the eucalyptus trees. These 
trees grow in Australia. The Tasmanian tiger was a meat-eating marsupial. It adapted to fill the 
role played by big cats such as tigers on other continents. These different marsupials are an 
example of speciation. They developed to fill empty roles in their environment. 

Coadaptation 

Organisms sometimes adapt with other organisms. This is called coadaptation. Certain flowers 
have adapted their pollen to appeal to hummingbirds. Hummingbirds have adapted long, thin 
beaks to collect the pollen from certain flowers. This relationship helps both organisms. The 
hummingbird gets food, and the plant's pollen gets distributed. 

Mimicry is another type of coadaptation. With mimicry, one organism has adapted to look like 
another. The harmless king snake is a good example. Over time, it has developed a color pattern 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



that looks like the deadly coral snake. This mimicry keeps predators away from the king snake. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Quiz 

1  Which option describes an example of speciation? 

(A)  the presence of marsupials in Oceania 

(B)  a peppered moth changing its color over time 

(C)  the harmless king snake making its color pattern look like the deadly coral snake 

(D)  a flower making its pollen more appealing to hummingbirds which develop longer beaks to reach the 

pollen 

2  Read the paragraph from the section "Structural And Behavioral Adaptations." 

Some adaptations are called exaptations. An exaptation is an adaptation developed for one 
purpose but used for another. For example, feathers were probably adaptations for keeping 
animals warm. Later, animals found a way to use them to fly. 

What conclusion is BEST supported by this paragraph? 

(A)  Animals have to learn how to survive in the wild. 

(B)  It is hard for animals to fly and stay warm at the same time. 

(C)  Feathers are the most useful animal adaptation. 

(D)  An adaptation can help an animal in different ways over time. 

3  How have succulent plants adapted? 

(A)  structurally, for places with warm, dry climates 

(B)  structurally, for places with warm, wet climates 

(C)  behaviorally, for places with warm, dry climates 

(D)  behaviorally, for places with warm, wet climates 

4  Which detail BEST supports the idea that organisms sometimes change their appearance in order to survive? 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Gray whales migrate thousands of miles every year. They swim from the cold Arctic Ocean to the warm 

waters off the coast of Mexico. Gray whale calves are born in the warm water. Later, they travel to the 

nutrient-rich waters of the Arctic. 

The darker moths became less rare. In fact, they began to thrive in the smoky cities. Their sooty color 

blended in with the trees stained by pollution. Birds could not see the dark moths, so they ate the light 

moths instead. 

Koalas are one of the most famous marsupials. They adapted to feed on the eucalyptus trees. These 

trees grow in Australia. The Tasmanian tiger was a meat-eating marsupial. It adapted to fill the role 

played by big cats such as tigers on other continents. 

Certain flowers have adapted their pollen to appeal to hummingbirds. Hummingbirds have adapted long, 

thin beaks to collect the pollen from certain flowers. This relationship helps both organisms. The 

hummingbird gets food, and the plant's pollen gets distributed. 

5  Which statement is MOST accurate about peppered moths in England. 

(A)  The light moths increased over time because they blended in well. 

(B)  The light moths increased over time because they showed more. 

(C)  The dark moths increased over time because they blended in well. 

(D)  The dark moths increased over time because they showed more. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



6  Complete the sentence. Because Oceania is an isolated environment, 

(A)  the animals there have found ways to use exaptations. 

(B)  there are many different species of marsupials there. 

(C)  organisms there are not in danger of going extinct. 

(D)  there are not very many mammals living there. 

7 What role has coadaptation played in how hummingbirds feed? 

(A)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks smaller to fit into flowers. 

(B)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks longer to reach pollen. 

(C)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks wider to carry pollen. 

(D)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks more colorful like flowers. 

8  Why is coadaptation important? 

(A)  It helps two organisms share their genes. 

(B)  It helps organisms protect themselves from pollution. 

(C)  It helps more than one organism survive. 

(D)  It helps organisms create new species. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Answer Key 

1  Which option describes an example of speciation? 

(A)  the presence of marsupials in Oceania 

(B)  a peppered moth changing its color over time 

(C)  the harmless king snake making its color pattern look like the deadly coral snake 

(D)  a flower making its pollen more appealing to hummingbirds which develop longer beaks to reach the 

pollen 

2  Read the paragraph from the section "Structural And Behavioral Adaptations." 

Some adaptations are called exaptations. An exaptation is an adaptation developed for one 
purpose but used for another. For example, feathers were probably adaptations for keeping 
animals warm. Later, animals found a way to use them to fly. 

What conclusion is BEST supported by this paragraph? 

(A)  Animals have to learn how to survive in the wild. 

(B)  It is hard for animals to fly and stay warm at the same time. 

(C)  Feathers are the most useful animal adaptation. 

(D)  An adaptation can help an animal in different ways over time. 

3  How have succulent plants adapted? 

(A)  structurally, for places with warm, dry climates 

(B)  structurally, for places with warm, wet climates 

(C)  behaviorally, for places with warm, dry climates 

(D)  behaviorally, for places with warm, wet climates 

4  Which detail BEST supports the idea that organisms sometimes change their appearance in order to survive? 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

Gray whales migrate thousands of miles every year. They swim from the cold Arctic Ocean to the warm 

waters off the coast of Mexico. Gray whale calves are born in the warm water. Later, they travel to the 

nutrient-rich waters of the Arctic. 

The darker moths became less rare. In fact, they began to thrive in the smoky cities. Their sooty 

color blended in with the trees stained by pollution. Birds could not see the dark moths, so they 

ate the light moths instead. 

Koalas are one of the most famous marsupials. They adapted to feed on the eucalyptus trees. These 

trees grow in Australia. The Tasmanian tiger was a meat-eating marsupial. It adapted to fill the role 

played by big cats such as tigers on other continents. 

Certain flowers have adapted their pollen to appeal to hummingbirds. Hummingbirds have adapted long, 

thin beaks to collect the pollen from certain flowers. This relationship helps both organisms. The 

hummingbird gets food, and the plant's pollen gets distributed. 

5  Which statement is MOST accurate about peppered moths in England. 

(A)  The light moths increased over time because they blended in well. 

(B)  The light moths increased over time because they showed more. 

(C)  The dark moths increased over time because they blended in well. 

(D)  The dark moths increased over time because they showed more. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



6  Complete the sentence. Because Oceania is an isolated environment, 

(A)  the animals there have found ways to use exaptations. 

(B)  there are many different species of marsupials there. 

(C)  organisms there are not in danger of going extinct. 

(D)  there are not very many mammals living there. 

7 What role has coadaptation played in how hummingbirds feed? 

(A)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks smaller to fit into flowers. 

(B)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks longer to reach pollen. 

(C)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks wider to carry pollen. 

(D)  Coadaptation has made hummingbird beaks more colorful like flowers. 

8  Why is coadaptation important? 

(A)  It helps two organisms share their genes. 

(B)  It helps organisms protect themselves from pollution. 

(C)  It helps more than one organism survive. 

(D)  It helps organisms create new species. 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com. 



Scientist Name:   Experiment Date:   

Celery and Dye Experiment 

In this experiment you will see 
how dyed water moves through 
a celery stalk. 

Materials:  
beaker 
celery stalk 
water 
food dye 

Hypothesis:  Procedure:  
1. Pour some water in the 

beaker about to half fill it. 
2. Add a few drops of food 

dye (colour of your choice). 
3. Place a stalk of celery in 

the beaker of colored 
water. 

4. Observe for several days 

What did you observe? Write it down!  



Dear Beloved Teacher, 
During our unit on adaptations, we discussed blubber as an 
adaptation for arctic animals. I wanted my students to gain a 
conceptual understanding of how blubber helped arctic animals 
stay warm in the cold climate, and so I decided I just HAD to do 
this experiment. You will need two large bowls, ice, two gallon 
bags, and shortening. It is so easy and my students LOVED it! 
Hope your students enjoy it! 
Dessie 

EXPERIMENT SET UP AND DIRECTIONS 

1. Fill the two large bowls with ice and water. 
2.  Put all the shortening in one gallon bag. 
3.  Place the other gallon bag inside gallon bag that is filled with 

shortening so that you create a glove. 
4.  You can also tape the outside of the gallon bags so that the 

opening is smaller. Students will be able to slip their hand in 
and out easily. 

5.  Let students predict what is going to happen on their Blubber 
Experiment Recording Sheet. 

6.  Students will place their hand in the blubber glove one at a 
time. Students will then place both hands (one with the 
blubber glove) inside the bowls of ice water. This helps them 
to see how cold the water actually is. 

7.  Students will fill out the rest of the recording sheet. Discuss 
as a class what happened and how this adaptation helps 
arctic animals. 

z7essie�ooge 





BLUBBER EXPERIMENT RECORDING SHEET 
NAME   DATE   

What do you predict will happen when you place 
your hand with the blubber glove in the cold water? 

Jas your prediction correct? What happened? 

Why e blubber an important adaptation for arctic 
animals to have? 

Draw a picture below of the experiment. 

z 7essi 7ssgg 
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A wut/ 

Essential Question: What do plants need to survive? 

Materials (per group or per 
student) 
• 3 cupcake liners 
• 3 cotton balls 
• 1 cotton Swab 
• Kool-Aid packets of three 
diFferent colors (or three 
diFferent colors of glitter). 
Can be shared among the 
groups/students 

• Small amount of water in a 
cup 

Advanced Preparation 
• Nake copies of the Student 
Recording sheet. 

• Set up each group by placing 
one cotton ball in a cupcake 
liner. Sprinkle one color of 
clitter or Kool-Aid on the 
cotton ball. Repeat with the 
other two colors on the 
other two cotton balls (one 
color per cotton ball). 

• Decide if you want to do this 
in groups or as individuals. 

Directions: 
• Ask if animals really need plants. If someone sugcests that we 
need them Por oxycen, ask if we need them Por anything else. 
Ask if plants neec us. Provice each croup with the items above. 

• Discuss with students that flowers produce oollen and that bees 
pick it up as they approach a flower and trans-Per it when they 
go to another flower. They will be demonstrating this. 

• Ask students what happens when a flower gets pollenated. 
Remind students that this is how fruit or seeds occur. 

• Have a student dab the cotton swab in the water. Then squeeze 
the excess water off it. Gently rub the cotton swab across one 
of the cotton balls, slightly picking up the glitter/Kool-aid. Then 
continue on to another cotton ball. Do this with all three colors 
and all three cotton balls. 

• Ask students what they observed and what each part 
represents. 

• Review again why plants and animals need each other. 
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Name   

Flower Pollination 

I.) Do animals need plants? Do plants need animals? Explain. 

2.) Explain how bees help Flowers with pollination. 

3.) A-Fter the experiment, write what you observed here. 

H.) Color what each cotton ball looks like here. 

5.) Tell what each part o-P the experiment represented: 

Cotton ball: 

Cotton swab:   

Color: 

6.) Why do you think it's important For bees to help pollinate Flowers? 
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Use notebook 
paper to comp
lete these ac
tivities. Do 
one each day!
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MEET BENNy ANDREWS! 

He is a well known painter from Georgia. He 
ended up in Brooklyn, NY where he had a studio 
and home. He is known for painting the people 
and places he saw in his life to tell a story. His 
artworks are famous for telling his stories. This 

picture was taken in his Brooklyn Studio. 

This is one of Benny Andrews paintings called 
"Walking the Dog Blues Study". He painted it to tell 
a story but also to express emotion. Take a quiet 
moment to look at the painting before moving onto 
the first activity! 
Activity #1 
Art Conversations: 
I SFF,, I MIIINX I WONDER 

After looking at the painting, try to make a list OR talk with a 
family member/friend about what you see, what you thin and 
what you wonder about the painting. (See helplW Aints below) 
Try to SFF,-colors, shapes, objects, people 
Try to TII INK -about how it feels and sounds, if it telts a story.. 
Try to WONDER who, what, where, how, wW 



Activity #2 
Time to CREATE 
Draw to tell a story. 

Look around you in your neighborhood, in your home, 
or in your room. w hat can you find to draw? Maybe you 
wilt draw a picture of objects from the room? Maybe 
you will draw a picture of the people around you? 

The point of the drawing is not to worry about it 
looking reaL Instead try telling a story with your 

picture (like Benny Andrews. ) 

Meet Picasso! 

He is a very famous artist that some of you may have heard of 
before. He is known for many different types of artwork. Some 
of his artwork are like these, called continuous line drawings. 

These drawings 
are made by using one line, so that while the artist draws they do not 
pick up the pencil to start any new lines. 

Activity #3 

Continuous Line Drawing 

Challenge  



For this challenge, try to find objects from your house and draw 
them using one continuous line just like Picasso did. THAT MEANS 
NO PICKING UPYOUR PENCILWHILEYOU DRAW, LET IT 

TOUCH THE PAPERTHE  WHOLET/ME Practicing this technique 
will help you become a better artist, plus it is FUNH Sometimes the 
drawings look crazy, that's ok! The point is practice, not perfection! 

T1i.s is more artwork by Picasso. How many faces can 
you. e nd? I have counted 3! But there might be more! 

Activity #4 

Art Close Up: Picasso Portraits 

See if you can draw a portrait using this style where 
there are hidden faces. You can draw your face, 

someone else's face, or a made up person. NVltile you. 



draw try to think about how you wiR fit and bide faces 
into- the drawing. GOOD LUCK AND HAVE FE W 

DON'T FORGET TO MAKE MISTAI ESI THAT IS 
HOW ARTISTS LEARN 
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Health and Physical Education at Home 

Hello! Do your very best with these activities and have Your family do them with You! 
Wmember to wash your hands, eat healthy, exercise, and get plenty of sleep EVERYDAY! 

WeeK i Week 2 
Health Health 

• 

• 

• 

Wash Your hands 

Brush Your teeth 

TaKe a bath/shower 

. �ip,  

MaKe a first aid Kit with items around your 
home. 

DJ , 
 �s 

Physical Activity Physical ,Activity 
• Do 10 push-ups, 
jog in place 

10 sit ups, 10 squats, 10 Throw and catch an object to yourself or 
G° 

with someone.  — 



4th Grade Music Choice Board 

1. Take a pencil and make your own rhythm as an accompaniment to a song you like. 

2. Take your pencil rhythm and use your own lyrics to create a rap. 

3. Sit outside or inside and close your eyes for 30 seconds. When 30 seconds is up write down or 
tell someone all of the sounds that you heard while your eyes were closed. Did it sound like 
music? Did you hear loud sounds or soft sounds? Did you hear high pitched sounds or low 
pitched sounds? Did you hear silence? Did you enjoy it? 

4. Take several glasses of water and fill them to different levels. Add or subtract water to get your 

desire notes to make a song. See if you can perform a simple song, (i.e. Mary Had a Little Lamb) 

and create your own using the water. Be careful not to spill water or strike any glasses too hard. 

Small taps are more than sufficient to create sound. 



Wildcat 5 Reflection 

Week 1 

April 20-24 

TRAIT 
Rasgo 
flac diem 
Tabia 

ACTIVITY 
Actividad 
Hoat dong 
Shughuli 

EXAMPLE 
Ejemplo 
Thi du 
Wano 

AM HONEST 

Soy honesta 

TOI THANH THAT 

MIMI NI MIMI 

Write or talk about how you are 
feeling today. 

Escribe o habla sobre como to 
sientes hoy. 

Viet hoac not ve cam giac cua ban 
ngay hom nay. 

Andika au ongea juu ya jinsi 
unavyohisi leo. 

1 really miss my friends today 
because..." 

"Realmente extrano a mis amigos 
hoy porque ..." 

Toi thuc sup nhd ban be cua toi ngay 
hom nay bdi vi ... 

"Leo ninawakosa marafiki wangu 
kwa sababu ..." 

AM KIND 

YO SOY AMABLE 

TOI LA LOAI 

NAMNA 

Write or create something nice for a 
member of your family. 

Escriba o cree algo agradable para 
un miembro de su familia. 

Viet hoac tao mot cai gi d6 tot dep 
cho mot thanh vien trong gia dinh 
cua ban. 

Andika au kuunda kitu kizuri kwa mtu 
wa familia yako. 

"Thanks for reading with me today." 

Gracias por leer conmigo hoy. 

Cam do d5 doc vdi toi ngay hom nay. 

Asante kwa kusoma na mimi leo. 

AM EMPATHETIC 

Soy empatica/o 

Toi la ngivo+i binh 
thu &ng 

Things are different right now and 
that can be frustrating. How can we 
be understanding when we have that 
feeling? Write it down or share with 
someone today. 

Las cosas son diferentes en este 
momento y eso puede ser frustrante. 
6Como podemos ser comprensivos 
cuando tenemos ese sentimiento? 
Escribelo o compartelo con alguien 
hoy. 

Moi thin d5 khac ngay bay gid vA 
dieu d6 co the gay nan Tong. Lam the 
nao chung to co the hieu du°gc khi 
chung to co cam giac d6? Viet no 
xuong hoac chia se vdi ai d6 ngay 
hom nay. 

I stayed quiet while my mom was on 
a long phone call because... 

Me quede callado mientras mi madre 
estaba en una Iarga Ilamada 
telefonica porque ... 

Toi im Iang trong khi me toi goi dien 
thoai dai vi ... 



NIMEKUMBUKA Vitu ni tofauti hivi sasa na hiyo 
inaweza kufadhaisha. Tunawezaje 
kuwa wa kuelewa tunapokuwa na 
hisia hizo? landike au ushiriki na mtu 
leo. 

Nilikaa kimya wakati mama yangu 
alikuwa kwenye simu ndefu kwa 
sababu ... 

WILL COOPERATE Ask if you can help around the house Try putting your laundry away on 
or do something before being asked. your own. 

COOPERARE Pregunte si puede ayudar en la casa 
o hacer algo antes de que se lo 
pidan. 

Intenta guardar to ropa por to cuenta. 

TOI S CO HO'P TAC Hoi xem ban co the giup dCY quanh Hay thix d6t do- giat cua ban di mot 
nha hoac lam mot cai gi d6 trudc khi 
du°gc yeu cau. 

minh. 

NITAKUAMBIA Uliza ikiwa unaweza kusaidia 
kuzunguka nyumba au kufanya kitu 
kabla ya kuulizwa. 

Jaribu kuweka nguo zako peke yako. 

WILL PERSEVERE We're starting school work again! 
It's okay! We got this! 

Write about a time you kept going 
this week, even when you didn't feel 
like it. 

PERSEVERARE iEstamos empezando el trabajo 
escolar de nuevo! 
iEsta bien! iTenemos esto! 

Escribe sobre un momento en el que 
seguiste esta semana, incluso 
cuando no to apetecia. 

Toi se khong bao gio+ Chung toi bat da-u di hoc Iai! 
No rat on! Chung toi M nhan du°gc 
dieu nay! 

Viet ve mot thdi gian ban tiep tuc di 
trong tuan nay, ngay ca khi ban 
khong cam thay nhu vay. 

NITAKUA PESE Tunaanza kazi ya shule tena! 
Ni sawa! Tulipata hii! 

Andika kuhusu wakati ambao 
unaendelea kwenda wiki hii, hats 
wakati haukuhisi kama. 



0 
Wildcat 5 Reflection 

Week 2 

April 27 - May 1 

TRAIT 
Rasgo 
flac diem 
Tabia 

ACTIVITY 
Actividad 
Hoat dong 
Shughuli 

EXAMPLE 
Ejemplo 
Thi du 
Wano 

I AM HONEST 

Soy honesta 

TOI THANH THAT 

MIMI NI MIMI 

Draw a picture of yourself and write 
10 strengths around the image. 

Haz un dibujo de ti mismo y escribe 
10 puntos fuertes alrededor de la 
imagen. 

Ve mot bOc tranh cua chinh ban vA 
viet 10 diem manh xung quanh bOc 
Anh. 

Chora picha yako mwenyewe na 
uandike nguvu 10 kuzunguka picha. 

I am kind 
I am a hardworker 
(Think of traits) 

Yo soy amable 
Soy muy trabajador 
(Piensa en los rasgos) 

Toi tot bung 
Toi IA mot nhan vien cham chi 

(Nghi ve dac diem) 

Mimi ni mkarimu 
Mimi ni mfanyakazi ngumu 

(Fikiria tabia) 

I AM KIND 

YO SOY AMABLE 

TOI LA LOAI 

NAMNA 

Write your own story or comic about 
someone who showed kindness to 
others. 

Escribe to propia historia o comic 
sobre alguien que mostro amabilidad 
con los demas. 

Viet cau chuyen hoac truyen tranh 
cua rieng ban ve mot ngu yi the hien 
long tot vdi ngu yi khac. 

Andika hadithi yako mwenyewe au 
vichekesho juu ya mtu aliyeonyesha 
fadhili kwa wengine. 

My sister showed kindness by asking 
our neighbor how she was doing. 
This showed kindness because... 

Mi hermana mostro amabilidad al 
preguntarle a nuestra vecina como 
estaba. Esto mostro amabilidad 
porque ... 

Chi toi the hien long tot bang cach 
hoi hang xom cua chung toi ve cach 
co ay lam. -Dieu nay cho thay long tot 
bdi vi ... 

Dada yangu alionyesha fadhili kwa 
kumuuliza jirani yetu anaendeleaje. 
Hii ilionesha fadhili kwa sababu ... 

I AM EMPATHETIC 

Soy empatica/o 

Toi la ngLP6,i binh 
thu &ng 

Make a list of 10 things you can do 
for others. 

Haga una lists de 10 cosas que 
puede hacer por los demas. 

Lap danh sach 10 dieu ban co the 
IAm cho ngu yi khac. 



NIMEKUMBUKA Andika orodha ya vitu 10 
unavyoweza kufanya kwa wengine. 

WILL COOPERATE Draw a portrait of your family 
members. List different ways you can 
work together at home. 

My brother and I can do the dishes. 

COOPERARE Dibuja un retrato de Ios miembros de Mi hermano y yo podemos Iavar Ios 
to familia. Haga una Iista de Ias 
diferentes formas en que pueden 
trabajarjuntos en casa. 

platos. 

TOI S CO HO'P TAC Ve mot bOc chan dung cua cac thanh Anh trai va toi co the lam cac mon 
vien gia dinh cua ban. Liet ke nhixng 
cach khac nhau d6 ban co the lam 
viec cung nhau d nha. 

an. 

NITAKUAMBIA Chora picha ya wanafamilia wako. Ndugu yangu na mimi tunaweza 
Orodhesha njia tofauti unazoweza 
kufanya kazi pamoja nyumbani. 

kuosha vyombo. 

WILL PERSEVERE List 5 things you can do if you are I can take a walk outside to let myself 
feeling frustrated. Use this list when 
you need to persevere. 

calm down and refocus. 

PERSEVERARE Enumere 5 cosas que puede hacer si Puedo dar un paseo afuera para 
se siente frustrado. Use esta Iista 
cuando necesite perseverar. 

calmarme y reenfocarme. 

Toi se khong bao gio+ Liet ke 5 dieu ban co the lam neu Toi co the di dao ben ngoai de- cho 
cam thay that vong. Six dung danh 
sach nay khi ban can kien td. 

minh binh tinh va tap trung Iai. 

NITAKUA PESE Orodhesha vitu 5 unaweza kufanya Naweza kuchukua matembezi nje ili 
ikiwa unasikitishwa. Tumia orodha hii 
wakati unahitaji uvumilivu. 

nijisikie utulivu na kufikiria tena. 



CALM DOWN BRAIN BREAKS - BREATHING EXERCISES 

M110M WANIN 

Sitting in a comfortable position, place your 
hands around your mouth as if you were about 
to blow up a balloon. Take a deep breath in 
through the nose and, as your slowly exhale 
through your mouth, start to spread your 
hands out as if you are blowing up a great 
big balloon. Hold your hand position as you 
inhale again and then spread your hands 
further as you exhale. Once your balloon is as 
big as it can be, gently sway from side to side 
as you release your balloon up into the sky. 

40 

TAKE 5 bRIAT410 

Sit comfortably, resting one hand in front of 
you with fingers outstretched like a star and 
the pointer finger of your other hand ready to 
trace your hand. Starting at the base of your 
thumb on the outside of your hand, breathe 
in slowly through your nose as you slide your 
pointer finger up to the top of your thumb. 
Breathe out slowly and slide your pointer 
finger down the inside of your thumb. Breathe 
in as you slide your finger up the next finger 
and out as you slide down. Continue breathing 

` n and out as you trace your whole hand. 90 

Choose a comfortable sitting position. As 
you take a slow deep breath in through your 
nose raise your shoulders up towards your 
ears. Breathe slowly out through your mouth, 
lowering your shoulders as you exhale. Repeat 
slowly, rolling your shoulders up and down in 
time with your breath. 

BUM6115TT RREnrfftN 

Sitting comfortably, gently place the tips of 
your pointer fingers in your ears and close 
your eyes. Breathe in through your nose and 
then hum quietly as you slowly breathe out. 

childhood101.com 



CALM DOWN BRAIN BREAKS - BREATHING EXERCISES 

"ancK TO MCK WAINA 

Find a partner and sit on the floor back 
to back. Sit tall and close your eyes if you 
want to. Decide who will start - that person 
begins by inhaling deeply and then exhaling 
slowly, and then continues to breathe slowly 
and deeply. Their partner should feel the 
expansion in their partner's back each time 
they breathe in and then try to sync their own 
breathing so that both partners are breathing 
in time together. 

TIRArT BIKIANA 

Stand with your feet wide apart and your 
arms dangling in front of your body like an 
elephant's trunk. As you breathe in deeply 
through your nose, raise your arms up high 
above your head. Then slowly swing your 
arms down again as you breathe out through 
your mouth. 

rummy WEANIN ' 

Lie on the floor and place a small stuffed 
animal on your stomach. Breathe in deeply 
though your nose and feel the stuffed animal 
rise, and then feel it lower as you slowly 
exhale through your mouth. Rock the stuffed 
animal to sleep using the rise and fall of your 
stomach. 

 I 

BUBBLE 6KJ�Vlq6 

Sit comfortably with your eyes closed. Begin 
by imagining you are holding a bubble wand. 
Breathe in deeply and then, as you breathe out 
slowly and gently, imagine you are blowing 
bubbles into the room. Imagine the bubbles 
are filled with peace or love or happiness and 
that you are filling the whole room with a 
peaceful, happy feeling. As you keep breathing 
slowly and blowing your imaginary bubbles, 
feel your body become calm and relaxed. 

 A# 
cWdhoodl0l.com 



ESL at Home 3
-5 #2 

Use notebook 
paper to comp
lete these ac
tivities. Do 
one each day!
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